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PHASE 4 - REVITALIZATION *
W H AT T H I S P H A S E LO O K S L I K E :
There is a continued decline in the rate of infection in new COVID-19 cases. Hospitals have capacity and can quickly
adapt for a surge of new cases in their communities. Additional measures can be carefully lifted allowing for schools and
child care programs to reopen with social distancing policies in place. Restaurants can open with limited capacity and
following strict public health procedures, including personal protective equipment for employees. Gatherings with 50
people or fewer will be permitted. Testing is widely available, and tracing is commonplace.

W H AT ’ S O P E N :
Gatherings: All gatherings of 50 people or fewer are allowed; limit subject to change based on latest data & guidance
Travel: Travel should follow IDPH and CDC approved guidance
Healthcare: All health care providers are open
Education and Childcare: P-12 schools, higher education, all summer programs, and child care open with IDPH approved
safety guidance
Outdoor Recreation: All outdoor recreation allowed

FOR BUSINESSES:
Manufacturing: All manufacturing open with IDPH approved safety guidance
“Non-Essential” Businesses: All employees return to work with IDPH approved safety guidance; employers are encouraged to provide accommodations for COVID-19-vulnerable employees
Bars and Restaurants: Open with capacity limits and IDPH approved safety guidance
Personal Care Services and Health Clubs: All barbershops, salons, spas and health and fitness clubs open with capacity
limits and IDPH approved safety guidance
Entertainment: Cinema and theaters open with capacity limits and IDPH approved safety guidance
Retail: Open with capacity limits and IDPH approved safety guidance
BUSINESS OPERATION INFORMATION: To prepare businesses and employers to implement new and
updated safety guidelines in Phase 4, the State of Illinois has developed this business toolkit complete with signage, posters, and other resources to ensure business and activities are conducted in
accordance with the latest public health recommendations. Visit the DCEO COVID-19 Phase 4 Page
for further business specific details.
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Post-Pandemic: Vaccine, effective and widely available treatment, or the elimination of new cases over a sustained period
of time through herd immunity or other factors.

W H AT C O U L D S E T U S B A C K :
IDPH will closely monitor data and receive on-the-ground feedback from local health departments and regional healthcare councils
and will recommend moving back to the previous phase based on the following factors:
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COVID-19 Survey: 50% of Facilities
Managers Don’t Have Reliable Info
for Indoor Air Quality Investments
Survey data show that many facilities managers have
underestimated the cost of HVAC upgrades for improved
indoor air quality in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Sports Stadiums Subject to Damage
From Elements, Wear and Tear From
Fans
The combination of corrosion, freezing and thawing, and
general wear and tear from use can accelerate disintegration
in concrete sports stadiums. Western Specialty Contractors
has run interference on deterioration in stadiums across the
country.
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The Future of
COVID-19 and
Energy Efficiency

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Greetings,

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

UniBES has developed cloud-based software modules imbedded with patented HVAC infectious building and
energy efficiency optimization processes.
AMP’s awarded Healthy Building & Energy Efficient 30” Bronze Plaque is for display inside or outside your
building, to overcome the confidence gap created by the current pandemic when welcoming people back into their
buildings’ workspaces.
UniBES/AMP’s goal is to enhance the noble efforts of other healthy building organizations by providing what they
can’t. AMP provides the ability to achieve increased outside air ventilation, and optimized HVAC energy efficiency
without raising utility costs through energy-efficient means. Consider a total healthy building package utilizing the
qualities, capabilities and services of UniBES/AMP, INTERNATIONAL WELL BUILDING INSTITUTE (IWBI), Fitwel
and UL’s Verified Healthy Buildings Mark.
UniBES is providing an introduction to AMP’s software with two coupons, to set a building on its way to becoming
“HVAC Infectious Building and Energy Efficiency Compliant”.

INFECTIOUS BUILDING HVAC VENTILATION APPLICATION
AND CERTIFICATION
$8,600 Value without coupon
Use code Chiefs-25%-Building-Certification
Savings: $2,150

25%

OFF!

CAST BRONZE PLAQUE
(for indoor or outdoor display)
$2,995 Value without coupon
30% off with code Chiefs-30%-Bronze30
Savings: $898.50

UniBES / AMP Office: (630) 790-4940

https://auditmaster.pro/

30%

OFF!
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August is usually one of the
hottest months of the year, but
whatever the weather chooses
to dish out at us, we hope things
will be just right for our upcoming 81st Annual Golf Outing on
Sept. 10. Last year’s event was a
big success in spite of the pandemic, and we know that this
year we’re looking forward to a
robust group out there at Cog
Hill. I hope you’ll join us. Remember to contact Alex Boerner, Kevin Kenzinger or Brendan Winters
for any information you might
need regarding the event.
The weather was fantastic at our
Vendor Appreciation event at Sox Park. The White Sox win, coupled with
the conversations with our Associate Members made the event a great
success. Your input and ideals are valued. Our board has always listened
to, and in most cases has been able to implement your ideas into our
meetings.
The webinars have been a fantastic conduit for the Associate Members
to reach our Chief Engineers and their crews during the course of a day.
Whether it be a new product or procedures, or a change in code, our
members are always up to learn how to perform more effectively. For
more information on setting up a webinar contact me, or Alex Boerner at
AlexB@chiefengineer.org.
Summer can put our HVAC systems to the test, so it’s important that we
stay on top of regular maintenance to ensure the comfort of our buildings’ tenants. But should something go wrong, then it’s a comfort to us
to know that our Associate Members are there to come to the rescue if
needed. Your Quick Shopper will tell you who they are and how to reach
them.
And while we’re on the subject of maintenance, don’t forget that the
colder temperatures of fall and winter aren’t far off, so now is not a bad
time to start thinking about getting those boilers and heating systems in
tip-top shape for the coming freeze.
For now, as we look forward to getting out on the links, let’s also look
forward to meetings starting up again in October, when we can get back
to getting together as we traditionally have. Details on our Oktoberfest
meeting will be available soon — keep an eye on our website and in the
pages of the Chief Engineer.
Sincerely,

Tom Phillips
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In Brief

7 Big Solar Farms Proposed in Rural Louisiana
by 2024

The licenses would run until 2053 and 2054, the Greenville
News reported.

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Solar power companies are looking to
build at least seven big projects in rural Louisiana, including
three in one unincorporated community.

The extensions are part of Duke Energy’s plans to seek
20-year license extensions at its six reactors at three sites in
South Carolina, utility spokesperson Rita Sipe told the newspaper.

State records reveal that previously undisclosed projects
seeking economic incentives include three in the St. Jams
Parish community of Vacherie and one each in Thibodaux,
Bogalusa, Singer and Franklinton, The Times-Picayune/The
New Orleans Advocate reported.
Proposed $200 million projects in Thibodaux and Bogalusa
would produce up to 200 megawatts of power each. So
would a $145 million project proposed in Singer. The projects
proposed in Vacherie would produce 120, 90 and 80 megawatts, with a 50-megawatt facility proposed for Franklinton.
They would support 160 to 300 construction jobs, developers
said.

Fort Wayne Sewage Tunnel Project
Completes Latest Phase
FORT WAYNE, Ind. (AP) — The largest construction project
in Fort Wayne’s history recently struck a new milestone with
the conclusion of boring for a new sewer tunnel.
City officials and residents recently celebrated the work of
MamaJo — a tunnel-boring machine deriving its name from
three Fort Wayne rivers — that dug through roughly 5 miles
of bedrock since February 2019, The Journal Gazette reported.
The tunnel connects with 14 neighborhoods, storing and
transporting sewage during heavy rain and reducing overflows into local rivers.
MamaJo’s tunnel has been the largest part of the project’s
scope, Deputy Director of City Utilities Matthew Wirtz said.
The 14-year construction endeavor has been decades in the
making. The tunnel is slated to be fully operational by the
end of 2023.

Utility Asks to Run SC Nuclear Plants for 20
More Years
SENECA, S.C. (AP) — The utility that runs three nuclear
reactors in northwestern South Carolina is asking the federal
government to allow them to keep making power for at
least 30 more years.
Duke Energy recently filed an application with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to extend the licenses to run its reactors at the Oconee Nuclear Station near Seneca for 20 more
years.

6
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Dam Operator Fined $501K for Polluting
Puyallup River
SEATTLE (AP) — The Washington Department of Ecology has
fined dam operator Electron Hydro, LLC, $501,000 for discharging discarded plastic field turf into the Puyallup River.
Pieces of the artificial turf were found up to 21 miles downstream while deposits of ground-up tire rubber are believed
to have entered into Commencement Bay in Tacoma, 41
miles downstream, Ecology said in a recent news release.

Rutgers, Offshore Wind Firm to Study Impact
on Clams off NJ

Washington Utility Inks Deal to Buy Montana
Wind Power

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) — A company hoping to build a
wind power farm off the coast of southern New Jersey is
partnering with Rutgers University and the state’s clam
industry to study the potential impacts of wind farms on the
shellfish.

BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) — Puget Sound Energy has announced
an agreement to buy power from an eastern Montana wind
farm as the Washington state utility that co-owns the Colstrip power plant seeks to reduce its carbon emissions.

Atlantic Shores Offshore Wind, LLC, recently announced that
it is funding a $500,000 study of how New Jersey’s valuable
clam industry might be impacted by offshore wind farms
over the next 30 years.
The study also will take the possible impacts of climate
change into account.
It will also examine the economics of the clam industry in
the lease area in which Atlantic Shores hopes to build its
projects, as well as in the Mid-Atlantic Bight, a coastal region
running from Massachusetts to North Carolina.

The turf and its crumb rubber material are toxic when ingested by fish and other aquatic life. The Puyallup is home to
protected endangered species including steelhead, bull trout
and Chinook, a critical food source for endangered southern
resident orcas, The Seattle Times reported.

The study will use an existing computer simulator at Rutgers
to model clam biology, along with fishery captain and fleet
behavior, federal management decisions, fishery economics,
port structure and wind farm development.

“The force of the water tore the turf apart, washed it down
river, and sent it right into the food web,” said Ecology Director Laura Watson in the news release. “This is an environmental tragedy that didn’t have to happen.”

US Seeks Bids to Manage Underground
Nuclear Waste Dump

Indiana Cement Plant Faces $730,000 in Fines
for Air Pollution

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) — The U.S. Energy Department is
seeking bids to manage the federal government’s only underground nuclear waste repository amid efforts to rebound
from a pandemic-related slowdown and as work continues
to replace the facility’s ventilation system following a 2014
radiation release that forced a nearly three-year closure.

GREENCASTLE, Ind. (AP) — A central Indiana cement plant is
facing more than $700,000 in fines under a settlement stemming from alleged Clean Air Act violations for air pollution
releases dating back nearly a decade.
The settlement, recently filed in federal court, calls for Lone
Star Industries, Inc., to pay $729,000 in civil penalties and undertake additional measures not required by law to mitigate
past violations of Clean Air Act limits, the U.S. Department of
Justice said.
A complaint filed with the settlement alleges numerous and
longstanding violations at the company’s plant in Greencastle, about 45 miles southwest of Indianapolis.
Those alleged violations date from 2010 to the present and
involve emissions of particulate matter that exceeded state
and federal limits. Particulate matter contains microscopic
solids or liquid droplets that can migrate deep into the lungs
and cause serious health problems.

The agency recently issued its final request for proposals for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. The four-year contract to
manage the southern New Mexico facility is worth about $3
billion and includes six one-year extension options.
The current contract with Nuclear Waste Partnership is set to
expire next April. The company plans to bid again.
The repository is central to the federal government’s multibillion-dollar program for cleaning up Cold War-era waste
left over at sites around the country that were involved in
bomb making and nuclear research.

PSE signed a 20-year agreement with a NextEra Energy Resources subsidiary to purchase 350 megawatts of power from
the Clearwater Wind Project proposed about 60 miles north
of Colstrip, utility officials said.
The agreement allows PSE to use existing transmission lines
from the Colstrip plant to deliver electricity to customers in
western Washington.
The amount of electricity being purchased by PSE is enough
to power about 140,000 households, spokesperson Andrew
Padula said.
Clearwater Wind is expected to be completed by the end of
2022 and would generate 750 megawatts from turbines in
Rosebud, Garfield and Custer counties.

Colorado AG Appoints Investigators for
Pollution Complaint
DENVER (AP) — Colorado’s attorney general has appointed
four special investigators to look into whistleblower allegations that dozens of air pollution permits were issued unlawfully to companies by a state health department pollution
control unit and that at least one whistleblower was asked to
falsify data to get pollution estimates under permitted limits.
Attorney General Phil Weiser issued a recent statement
saying that his office had appointed attorneys at Troutman
Pepper Hamilton Sanders LLP, an Atlanta-based firm, as special assistant attorneys general to conduct the independent
investigation.
As reported by The Colorado Sun, staff at the health department’s Air Pollution Control Division alleged in a complaint
that health department division leaders ignored U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regulations on permitting shortterm pollutants from important Colorado industries — including mines, asphalt plants and oil and gas gathering sites.
Their complaint was filed with the EPA’s office of inspector
general on March 30.

State environmental regulators recently concluded a virtual
public meeting on proposed permit changes that watchdog
groups have said could open the door to expanded operations at the repository. It will be months before a final
decision is made.
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News

Officials Push for National PFAS
Drinking Water Standard
By Susan Montoya Bryan | Associated Press
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) — Setting a national drinking
water standard for what have been referred to as “forever
chemicals” will be important in addressing contamination at
military bases and communities throughout the U.S., witnesses said during a recent congressional hearing.
New Mexico Environment Secretary Jim Kenney was among
those who testified about the contamination, which is linked
to a group of chemicals known as PFAS, an abbreviation for
perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances.
New Mexico is locked in a court battle with the federal
government over the cleanup of toxic plumes from past firefighting activities at two U.S. Air Force bases.
While the case runs its course, the state is trying to determine the size and scope of the contamination so it can begin
to formulate plans for cleaning up the chemicals, which have
leached into nearby water sources. The work will take another year to complete, but officials have said samples already
show levels that exceed the health advisory set by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency by significant amounts.
Kenney said he can’t protect New Mexicans without a federal
regulatory framework for the chemicals.
“The EPA drinking water health advisory from 2016 was a
great start, but it’s now 2021 and there’s no regulatory certainty for states and our communities,” he said. “No person
should suffer the negative health effects of PFAS — not in
New Mexico or elsewhere.”
Similar contamination has been found at numerous sites

around the U.S., prompting lawsuits by other states and
water utilities.
While the EPA is considering setting a maximum level for
PFAS in drinking water nationwide, in Congress, there are
several pieces of legislation pending that would address the
problem in different ways, from allocating more money for
the federal government for cleanup to mandating regulation
of PFAS compounds.
Kenney also advocated for classifying discarded PFAS as a
hazardous waste so that states can better regulate the chemicals.
U.S. Sen. Tom Carper of Delaware, chairman of the Senate
Committee on Environment and Public Works, said the
contamination is not just a public health concern but has put
farmers out of business and has resulted in falling property
values near contaminated sites.
A patchwork of regulatory schemes across various states isn’t
enough, he said.
“Bottom line is this: PFAS is a sinister and pervasive threat
to our families’ health, a drag on local, state and national
economies, and a problem that will not go away on its own,”
he said. “We need strategic national policies.”
An environmental official from West Virginia and a mother
from Pennsylvania also testified about the effects of the
contamination in their states.

Equipment used to test for PFAS (per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances) in drinking water is seen at Trident Laboratories in Holland, Mich. At a recent
congressional hearing, the importance of setting a national drinking water standard with regard to “forever chemicals” was discussed in the context of
addressing water contamination from military bases and in communities across the country. (Cory Morse/The Grand Rapids Press via AP, File)

Safer Water, told the senators about her son being diagnosed with a cancerous brain tumor at the age 6. But it was
only within the last several years that she learned drinking
water in her community just north of Philadelphia had been
contaminated for decades with PFAS.

“And it’s your job to hold EPA accountable when the agency
fails to act. You all have the power to change the current
course of history. You have the power to protect people like
me, communities like mine.”

That contamination has yet to be cleaned up, she said.
“It’s the EPA’s job to regulate chemicals, to set safe drinking
water standards, and to hold polluters accountable — even
when that polluter is the Department of Defense,” she said.

GET THE WORD OUT.

Joanne Stanton, co-founder of the Buxmont Coalition for

Would you like to have your services or
products featured in a video and general
meeting webinar?
Contact Alex Boerner at
aboerner@chiefengineer.org for details.

www.chiefengineer.org
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News

Bring the Outdoors in: the EnergyEfficient Method for Using 100-Percent
Outdoor Air in Buildings
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — By now, it’s well known that circulating outdoor air in buildings is safer than recirculating
indoor air. That point was driven home by the pandemic.
Problem is, it’s just not cost-effective.
That may soon change. Purdue University engineers have
proposed a system that combines new membrane technology
with the latest HVAC systems to make 100-percent outdoor
air systems more energy-efficient and economically feasible
— especially in warm, humid climates. They say their system
could save up to 66 percent in energy costs for large buildings that choose to use the safer outdoor air.
Previous research at Purdue has shown that HVAC systems
(heating, ventilating and air conditioning) are a key factor
in spreading airborne diseases like COVID in indoor environments like office buildings, restaurants and airplanes.

Their research has been in published in Applied Energy.
“The membrane is the key,” said Andrew Fix, a Purdue
doctoral student in mechanical engineering and lead author
of the paper. We use membranes that are vapor selective,
meaning they only allow water vapor to pass through when
a pressure difference is applied but block air. By passing the
air over these membranes, we can pull water vapor out of
the air, reducing the load on the motors and compressors
that run the refrigeration cooling cycle.”
To gauge the system’s effectiveness, the team used computer
models created by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory of
hospitals in different climate conditions. Hospitals are ideal
test beds because they are large indoor environments, which
often require a higher percentage outdoor air in their HVAC
systems for safety purposes. The computer models showed
an overall reduction in energy usage for all locations using

Using 100 percent outdoor air in an HVAC system is safer, but much more costly and energy intensive. Purdue University engineers (left to right) David
Warsinger, Andrew Fix and James Braun are working on an energy-efficient system that uses membranes to dehumidify outdoor air before it enters the
HVAC system. (Purdue University photo/Jared Pike)

the Active Membrane system. The more hot and humid
locations — Tampa, Houston and New Orleans — showed the
greatest energy savings.
“The more hot and humid it gets, the better our system
works,” Fix said. “This is a key finding, because as the climate
continues to warm around the world, locations that want to
use 100 percent outdoor air will now be able to economically
afford it.”
The researchers are working toward building a physical prototype to validate their computer models. But there’s now
more at stake than simply saving energy.

“I think COVID was a wake-up call for all of us,” Fix said.
“Heating and cooling our buildings is not just a matter of
temperature and humidity, but it can actually be a matter of
life and death. Hopefully, this work will help to make all of
our indoor spaces safer.”
Patent applications for this system have been filed via the
Purdue Research Foundation Office of Technology Commercialization. This research is supported by the Center for High
Performance Buildings at Purdue University (project number
CHPB-50-2020).

“Most people don’t realize the complexity of a modern
HVAC system,” said James E. Braun, the Herrick Professor
of Engineering and director of the Center for High Performance Buildings at Purdue. “There’s a specific sweet spot for
humidity in an indoor environment — between 40 percent
and 60 percent. Any drier than that, and people aren’t comfortable; any more humid, and you’re at risk for mold and
other problems.”
So, simply opening windows is not a solution.
“If you introduce outdoor air, the humidity levels of a
building can fluctuate wildly. It’s an incredible challenge to
maintain the right balance between temperature, humidity,
human comfort and overall cost.”
In a typical HVAC system, Braun says, almost 40 percent of
the energy is used to dehumidify the air. That makes the
heating or cooling of outdoor air even more energy-intensive and costly.
To solve this problem, Braun teamed up with David Warsinger, assistant professor of mechanical engineering, who
specializes in using membranes for water filtration and
desalination. They have proposed a system called the Active
Membrane Energy Exchanger, which integrates specialized
membranes into the HVAC system to reduce the energy
required to dehumidify the outside air. Large buildings like
hospitals could reduce their energy costs up to 66 percent
with such a system, compared to current fully outdoor air
systems.

POWER SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS
•

Altorfer is the only authorized Caterpillar Dealer in the greater
Chicagoland area.

•

Altorfer has the largest number of Emergency Power Generation
Technicians serving Southeastern Iowa, Northwestern Missouri, Northern
Illinois and Northwestern Indiana.

•

Altorfer dispatches technicians from 5 locations - 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, 365 days a year.

•

Altorfer Technicians are factory-trained and qualified to service all major
brands of equipment.

•

Altorfer offers custom preventative maintenance agreements for Engines,
Generators, ATS, Switchgear, UPS, and Battery systems including Resistive
and Reactive Load Bank Testing.

•

Altorfer Power Rental has a fleet of more than 125 generators and is part of
the largest rental network in the country.

SAME DAY EMERGENCY SERVICE CALL 877-891-4181
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News

Modern, Energy Efficient Marley Heaters
Earn High Marks at Massachusetts
Elementary School
The Edmund Hatch Bennett Elementary School, a K-4 public
school in Taunton, Mass., was constructed in the 1960s with
various upgrades and renovations performed over the past
40 years. However, an aging heating system, including wall
unit heaters and cabinet heaters that were original to the
building, required updating. The installation of modern,
energy efficient heating systems from Marley Engineered
Products helped the school make the grade.
“Staff at Edmund Hatch sought assistance in optimizing
their supplemental heating system,” said Matt Goodrich,
Sales Representative with Goodyear Electric Sales. “Understanding that clean air quality and filtration is crucial during
these times, a building’s HVAC system must be examined and
updated periodically for the safety and comfort of students,
teachers and employees.”
“We knew the upgraded heating equipment was essential
not only to improve air quality but also to provide more
efficient heating for the school,” said Brenda Moynihan,
MCPPO, Assistant Superintendent for Finance & Operations
of Taunton Public Schools. “We were very excited to move
forward with this project along with the support of the City
of Taunton.”
Upon review of the current equipment, Goodrich recommended two of the latest energy efficient technology from
Marley Engineered Products: the CU900 Series Custom
Cabinet Unit Heater (CUH), which delivers supplemental
comfort heat and is easy to install and maintain, and the
Qmark Architectural Heavy-Duty Wall Heater (AWH) Series
that features a contemporary design and powerful output
to heat any room or open area.

The installing team who oversaw the project, Equipment
Direct Sales, Inc. (EDSI), of Randolph, Mass., faced challenges
along the way. The size of the wall openings for the wall
heaters was one concern as there wasn’t an available budget
to demo the concrete openings to fit in a similar size unit
with the original output. However, by utilizing the latest
AHW Series, the contractors could drop a unit size and still
maintain the original heating performance, making the
installation much easier.
For the CUH replacement, the installation team matched the
dimensions of the original units almost exactly, which resulted in a reduced installation cost.
“By incorporating the latest technology from Marley Engineered Products, we were able to replace the existing wall
and cabinet heaters with modern energy efficient products
that are sure to benefit the school,” said Steve Clark, project
manager with EDSI.

Marley’s CU900 Series Custom Cabinet Unit Heater offers supplemental
comfort heat, as well as easy installation and maintenance.

By replacing the original wall and cabinet heaters with
modern energy efficient heaters, the school is running fewer
units while still maintaining a comfortable environment, and
as a result is realizing utility savings. They are also experiencing the air effects of new units and filters, which aid in
filtering and eliminating bacteria and other airborne contaminants.

Application: Upgrade aging heating system with
modern, energy efficient wall unit heaters and
cabinet heaters.
Project Installation Date: May 2021
Manufacturer’s Rep: Goodyear Electric Sales
Name of Building/Type: Edmund Hatch Bennett
Elementary School
Location: Taunton, Mass.
Project Details: Installation of CU900 Series Custom
Cabinet Unit Heater (CUH) and Qmark Architectural
Heavy-Duty Wall Heater (AWH) Series heaters from
Marley Engineered Products
Solution: By replacing the original wall and cabinet
heaters with modern energy efficient heaters, the
school is running fewer units while still maintaining
a comfortable environment, and as a result is realizing utility savings.

Where People Win!
www.JohnstoneHMG.com

The Huestis-Meyers Group

•700 + Vendors•Local Distribution Center
•Over 1 Million Parts•Easy Online Ordering

Chief Engineers Associate Member
Mention “Chief” on your 1st order over $100, and receive a
FREE Klein 4-1 electronic screwdriver! Limit 1 per customer.
Serving Chicago and Suburbs. Call for all your HVAC/R Needs.

5 Convenient Locations
Chicago

Crestwood

Joliet

Hammond

Naperville

(773) 476-7545 (708) 385-3070 (815) 215-1170 (219) 989-9000 (630) 983-9373
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Windy City Office Buildings Reach for
the Sky With Help From Concrete Fiber
Solutions
BUFFALO GROVE, Ill. — Concrete Fiber Solutions is helping
expand and reinforce the Chicago skyline with two massive
flooring installations at 333 West Wolf Point Plaza Drive —
Salesforce Tower Chicago — and 320 S. Canal St., the Union
Station south tower. Once completed, the luxury office
buildings will each feature more than 50 stories of composite metal deck floors reinforced with 25 pounds per cubic
yard of CFS 150-5 fibers. The use of CFS steel fibers in place
of traditional wire mesh simplified the flooring installation
timeline, improved worker safety conditions and will provide
superior long-term performance.
The choice of steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) for these
office towers reflects a growing trend in high-rise construction as more engineers and flooring contractors embrace
the installation and performance benefits of steel fibers.
Not only do they eliminate the job site tripping hazard wire
mesh creates, they also save time and money by eliminating
the labor and crane costs associated with welded mesh. SFRC
can be poured and finished in the time it takes to set wire
mesh on deck. International Building Code 2015 (IBC-2015),
adopting SDIC-2011, allows for the use of steel fibers in place
of welded wire fabric to control temperature and shrinkage
cracking in composite metal deck applications.
Steel fiber was specified by Thornton Tomasetti and Magnusson Klemencic Associates — the respective project engineers
— for its ability to better control cracking and therefore
improve performance and finish. In composite metal deck
construction, the concrete floor cast on the metal frame and
deck system is severely restrained from movement. When the
concrete shrinks, the steel frame does not, causing tensile
stress — and ultimately shrinkage cracks — to develop in the

concrete. Welded wire mesh and rebar, which are located in
a single plane, allow these cracks to grow until they meet
this plane. Steel fibers, however, are distributed uniformly
throughout the concrete matrix to meet micro cracks where
they originate and eliminate the possibility of flaws due to
improper positioning of the mesh.
“It’s exciting to be a part of more Chicago high-rise construction and play a small part in adding to our incredible
skyline,” said Matthew Norman, Concrete Fiber Solutions
Midwest Sales Manager. “It’s gratifying to see more and
more engineers embracing the benefits of steel fibers, and
to partner with Chicago’s leading contractors to design and
install flooring solutions that will perform at the highest
level for years and years to come.”
CFS continues to experience industry growth, installing more
than 10 million square feet of flooring across 12 states in
2019 and 2020. In addition to high-rise construction, extensive growth is occurring in commercial warehouses, distribution centers, and cold storage and food processing facilities
— facilities where heavy equipment and foot traffic benefit
significantly from the superior crack control and increased
joint spacing afforded by steel fibers.
Manufactured in Chicago, Ill., CFS Fibers are clean, free from
rust, oil, and other contaminants, and are designed to meet
or exceed the requirements of ASTM A820. CFS 150-5 fibers
are 1.5" long with an aspect ratio of 38, and are deformed
per the ASTM A820 specification. These fibers are ideal for
composite steel deck applications. CFS also offers 100-2
fibers, which are 1.0" long with an aspect ratio of 43 and are
deformed per the ASTM A820 specification. CFS 100-2 fibers
are ideal for slab-on-grade applications.

Some in Glenrock Eager to Land
Experimental Nuclear Plant
By Nicole Pollack | Casper Star-Tribune
GLENROCK, Wyo. (AP) — Some communities would balk
at the idea of a company building an experimental power
source on the edge of town. Glenrock is not one of them.
Before the end of the year, developers of a new type of nuclear power plant will decide which of four Wyoming towns
will house their project, and Glenrock wants to be selected.
During a recent meeting with the heads of TerraPower and
Rocky Mountain Power, community leaders listened attentively to the companies’ pitch. Most were already on board
with the project. A few safety questions did come up, but
Glenrock’s leaders wanted to focus the conversation on logistics — not risk.
The town’s coal-fired power plant, Dave Johnston, is set to
retire in 2027, taking 191 jobs with it. The Natrium reactor
is scheduled to come online the following year, generating
an estimated 250 permanent jobs. Its developers intend to
establish training programs to help workers in the selected
community transition from their current jobs at the coal
plant to new roles at the nuclear facility.
Glenrock is a town of just 2,600 people; Converse County’s
entire population numbers fewer than 14,000. The community’s history is intertwined with that of the energy sector.
Many see the nuclear plant not only as a natural transition,
but a necessary one for their economic survival.
“We have a history of energy developments in our community, going way, way back,” Glenrock councilwoman Margaret Nunn said during the meeting. “One, we opened coal
mines. Two, we built a power plant. Three, we mined out
the coal and reclaimed the land. Four, we built a new wind
farm where the coal mine once was. Five, our power plant

has outlived its time. So what is number six in our energy
history?”
In a sense, the two parties are equal partners in the arrangement. Each one is attempting to persuade the other that
they’re worth the investment. But with many local leaders
already convinced of the project’s potential benefits, it’s the
developers’ choice to make.
“What do we need to do, collectively, to ensure that the
plant lands here?” Converse County Commissioner Robert
Short asked the executives.
Their answer: Be enthusiastic. And get lucky. All four possible
sites have already undergone preliminary evaluations and
been deemed viable. The companies want to build the plant
in a supportive community with demonstrated economic
need — criteria Glenrock meets. But just as important are
business concerns like infrastructure and access to services,
along with factors such as seismic activity, which can affect
permitting eligibility.
A decision is expected before the end of the year. Until then,
the community can do little more than wait and hope. The
other three towns in contention, Gillette, Kemmerer and
Rock Springs, will do the same.
A New Energy Era?
In 1957, when the experimental Shippingport nuclear reactor
was completed in Pennsylvania, the U.S. proved that water
cooling technology was market-ready, leading to the construction of 100 water-cooled nuclear reactors nationwide
(Continued on pg. 16)

CFS 300-Series steel fibers are designed exclusively for use in
ultra-high performance concrete applications, such as repairing and replacing highway infrastructure. Made in the U.S.,
CFS 313-1, CFS 319-1, and CFS 325-1 Type I carbon steel fibers
meet the FHWA Buy America policy requirements.
More information about Concrete Fiber Solutions is available
at www.concretefibersolutions.com.
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and 400 around the world, said Chris Levesque, president
and CEO of TerraPower. Levesque believes the Natrium reactor will similarly inspire a new generation of nuclear development.
The TerraPower plant is distinguished from standard U.S.
nuclear facilities in part by its cooling system: Instead of pressurized water, the core temperature will be maintained using
liquid sodium — the metal, not the salt. Because sodium has
a much higher boiling point than water, it does not need to
be pressurized to prevent it from vaporizing, reducing the
plant’s need for the controlled systems used to keep cooling
water in place and allowing it to rely more on natural forces
like convection and gravity.
“We used a lot of supercomputing and advanced metallurgy
to design it,” Levesque said, “but the plant itself is actually
simpler than a lot of plants today.”
The reactor is also designed to operate more efficiently, producing one-third as much waste as existing nuclear plants. It
will require less human intervention, including in the case of
any malfunctions, a feature its developers say makes it much
safer than water-cooled facilities. Its modular nature allows
it to be built in sections, with additional generating capacity
added later.
But the project’s energy storage system, which reserves
generated energy in tanks of molten salt during times of low
demand and releases that energy to the grid when demand
rises, is what makes the TerraPower plant particularly distinctive.
Dave Johnston has a capacity of 922 megawatts. The Natrium
reactor’s capacity is lower, at 345 megawatts. But its energy
storage system enables the facility to increase its output
to 500 megawatts of power for more than five hours at a
time. Because of its added storage capacity, the plant will be
dispatchable, and therefore much more valuable to Rocky
Mountain Power.
“Dispatchable resources are things like hydro plants, coal
plants, natural gas plants, our geothermal plant — places

that that, if you see customer demand coming up throughout the day, you can call on a specific resource, and know
that you’ll have the extra 100 megawatts that you need,
when you need it,” David Eskelsen, a spokesman for Rocky
Mountain Power, said during an interview with the Star-Tribune.
Renewable energy sources like wind and solar are variable,
not dispatchable, meaning they’re hard for utilities to rely
on. Most nuclear plants are technically dispatchable, but take
too long to activate to meet immediate demand.

requirements and, unlike the reactor, will operate similarly to
generators in other types of power plants.

“The great thing about the program is there’s something in
it for everybody,” he said.

“There’s a lot of jobs in this nuclear island, and they’re very
different,” Gary Hoogeveen, president and CEO of Rocky
Mountain Power, told the Glenrock community. “Now, some
of the people will be able to, if they’re interested, retrain
and have those jobs. But the people that are mechanics, it’s
the same low-pressure system that they were working on,
and they’ll have the ability to translate their expertise directly over.”

Converse County Chairman Jim Willox told the Star-Tribune
that nearly all of his concerns were addressed during the
meeting. For him, siting criteria are the sticking point. He
hopes that by learning more about what the companies are
looking for, he can help Converse County present itself as
the most attractive location for construction.

As the electric grid is powered increasingly by variable sources, dispatchable sources like battery storage will be required
to supplement them. And as coal plants continue to go
offline, the reactor’s developers — who say they’d like to one
day build reactors at all four sites — hope it will help to fill
the energy niche that is left behind.

Natrona County Commissioner Dave North told the Star-Tribune that he expects the plant to provide good jobs and
a constant power supply to Natrona County in addition to
Converse County.

From the Coal Plant to a Nuclear Island

An Economic Lifeline

By building the nuclear facility on the site of a retiring coal
plant, developers will have access to an available workforce
and cost-saving resources like current water permits and electric grid connections.

Aside from concerns raised by conservation groups like the
Powder River Basin Resource Council, little opposition to the
reactor has been expressed publicly. And though nuclear is
always divisive, the project’s appeal stretches across party
lines — potentially improving its chances as it navigates the
short, seven-year development timeline set by the Department of Energy, which provided half its funding. The other half comes from private sources, including TerraPower
founder Bill Gates.

“We are able to leverage the existing technical infrastructure
that’s there, but also the expertise,” said Tiffany Erickson,
media relations manager for Rocky Mountain Power, in an
interview with the Star-Tribune.
Representatives of Rocky Mountain Power and TerraPower
have repeatedly emphasized the companies’ plan to hire as
many local workers as possible and provide training to those
workers when necessary.
“The intent is to work with community colleges and (the
University of Wyoming) on developing training and reskilling
programs,” Erickson said.

Willox said the broader Glenrock community seemed ready
to welcome the nuclear plant.
“The people I’ve visited with — and it’s not a huge sampling,
but the people I’ve visited with are positive about it,” he
said. “They have questions, but they’re positive. And they
recognize the value of energy.”

“I think it’s a positive all the way around,” he said.

Levesque said Democrats favor the project’s low carbon footprint, while Republicans see it as a source of energy security.

The nuclear plant could save Glenrock from a fate like that
of Jeffrey City, a uranium boomtown that collapsed along
with the industry in the 1980s. Loss of the coal plant without
construction of the reactor would not be a death sentence —
Lander, a former iron town, managed to diversify its economy after its mine shuttered — but would spell a much harder
recovery for the town.
“If we lose the power plant and it’s shut completely down,
that would affect us a great deal. It trickles down all the way
through the business community, in the schools, all of our
special districts — we would lose a lot when this power plant
shuts down,” Converse County Commissioner Tony Lehner
said after the meeting.
“If we don’t get this first one, then I hope to heck we get
the next one,” he said.

RepresenƟng Manufacturers of Quality
Plumbing Products Since 1969

While the reactor itself will be built according to strict
nuclear regulations, the part of the plant that generates
electricity will be constructed some distance away from the
reactor, which its developers are calling the “nuclear island.”
The portion producing electricity will face looser permitting
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Ecolab Helps Customers Achieve
Sustainable Operations, Providing Safe
Food and Water for Millions
ST. PAUL, Minn. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Ecolab Inc. recently
launched its 2020 Corporate Sustainability Report, entitled
Partners for Greater Purpose: Leading in a Changing World.
The report highlights Ecolab’s progress toward its 2030 Impact Goals and its work with leading companies to advance
environmental and operational outcomes.
“Our constantly evolving world requires businesses to operate with increased resilience and responsibility in mind,”
said Ecolab President and CEO Christophe Beck. “Ecolab’s
latest sustainability report showcases how sustainability is
embedded into everything we do, from partnering with our
customers and communities to how we run our own operations.”
In 2020, Ecolab helped customers:

•

Save 206 billion gallons of water, equivalent to the drinking water needs of 712 million people

•
•
•
•

Provide safe food to 1.3 billion people
Clean 66 billion hands
Protect 1.8 million people from infection
Avoid 3.5 million metric tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions

The report features stories of Ecolab’s work with customers to reduce water, energy, greenhouse gas emissions and
waste, improving operational efficiency while saving costs.
Featured customers include:

•
•
•

Global hotel company Wyndham, which partnered with
Ecolab to save 160 million gallons of water annually
India-based steel company Tata Steel, which increased efficiency and reduced raw material use in its steel production
process
Minnesota-based Gillette Children’s Hospital, which saw
increased cleaning compliance through Ecolab’s Hand
Hygiene Program

CHILL OUT
‘Heated’ about your chiller’s performance?

Ecolab’s new digital sustainability report highlights progress to reduce water
use and greenhouse gas emissions by 50 percent by 2030 and 100 percent
by 2050.

•

Indonesia-based Chandra Asri, a petrochemical company
which saved $4.5 million through reduced water and energy use, waste production and greenhouse gas emissions

The 2020 report also covers Ecolab’s corporate responsibility
progress from the past year, including the company’s work to
protect its employees, customers and communities during the
COVID-19 pandemic, continued efforts to advance diversity,
equity and inclusion within its organization and communities,
and recent efforts to advance water stewardship through
collective business action through its role as a co-founding
member of the Water Resilience Coalition, which aims at
bringing together the 150 largest companies to reduce net
water usage, as part of the UN CEO Global Water Mandate.
Ecolab’s 2020 report — the company’s 14th annual corporate
sustainability report and first-ever fully digital report — was
developed in alignment with the Global Reporting Initiative’s
(GRI) G4 core guidelines. The report summary and complete
GRI Index are available at Ecolab.com/Corporate-Responsibility.
“Each year we continue to strengthen our corporate responsibility reporting to demonstrate how we are driving greater
impact for the benefit of all,” said Ecolab Senior Vice President of Corporate Sustainability Emilio Tenuta. “We look forward to continuing to partner with our customers, teams and
communities, so we can all thrive in our changing world.”
Learn more about Ecolab’s 2020 sustainability progress at
Ecolab.com/CSR.
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Converting Plastic Waste Into HighValue Fuels Could Render Recycling
More Profitable

Thomson Industries Celebrates 75 Years
of Innovation and Motion Control
Leadership

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — Hasler Ventures LLC plans to
scale up to commercial levels a Purdue University patented
technology that may accelerate the volume of waste plastic
recycling.

WOOD DALE, Ill. — Thomson Industries, Inc., a leading manufacturer of linear motion control solutions, celebrates its 75th
anniversary this year. Activities and celebrations throughout
the year will commemorate the company’s extraordinary 75year journey and acknowledge the contributions of Thomson
employees.

The innovation is called Low-Pressure Hydrothermal Processing. It promises an economically and environmentally
safe way to transform polyolefin plastic, the most common
form of plastic, into gasoline, diesel fuel and other high-value items. Developed by Linda Wang, the Maxine Spencer
Nichols Professor in the Davidson School of Chemical Engineering, the research was published in a 2021 issue of the
peer-reviewed journal Fuel.
The United Nations estimates that more than 8 million tons
of plastics flow into the oceans each year. Of all the plastics
produced over the past 65 years (8.3 billion tons), about 12
percent have been incinerated and only 9 percent have been
recycled. The remaining 79 percent have gone into landfills
or the oceans. The World Economic Forum predicts that by
2050, the oceans will hold more plastic waste than fish if the
waste continues to be dumped into bodies of water.
“The key to solving this problem is to make it economically more attractive to collect and process the plastic waste
stream into higher-value products at a significantly lower
conversion cost,” said Dan Hasler, CEO of Hasler Ventures.
“Current methods including incineration, pyrolysis and
mechanical recycling have all proven to be ineffective or too
costly, both financially and environmentally. They have not
been able to draw the required private investment at a scale
sufficient to divert the vast majority of the global 350 million
tons of plastic waste produced annually from the landfill.

“We believe we can demonstrate first at pilot scale that
hydrothermal processing is a less-expensive approach to
produce fuels from plastic than from crude oil, making it a
profitable venture to collect and process plastic, keeping it
out of landfills and oceans.”
Purdue has put significant effort in this area for many years,
said Mung Chiang, Purdue’s executive vice president for
strategic initiatives and the John A. Edwardson Dean of the
College of Engineering.
“Solving this plastic waste problem will greatly benefit the
environment and future generations,” Chiang said.
The recently invented conversion process incorporates
hydrothermal liquefaction and efficient separation. Once
the plastic is converted into oil or naphtha, it can be used
as a feedstock for other chemicals or further separated into
monomers, specialty solvents, or other products. The clean
fuels derived from the polyolefin waste generated each year
can satisfy 4 percent of the annual demand for gasoline or
diesel fuels. Some results of Wang’s study were published
in ACS Sustainable Chemistry and Engineering in 2019 and
Fuel in 2020 and 2021. A video about the process is available
online at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZqRbc_0SaVs.
Mark Jensen, president of American Resources Corp., said,
“Once proven, the commercialized Purdue innovation could
change perceptions about recycling plastics. We’re excited to
support this environmentally critical project.”

What began as John B. Thomson Sr.’s wartime government
project to reduce friction in the motion of airplane propellers ultimately led to 75 years of linear motion innovation
and countless solutions provided across a wide range of
industries. Given the expanding use of automation in world
economy and the company’s sustained focus on innovation,
Thomson has grown exponentially in both size and technical
capability over the years. It is now one of the most trusted
motion control brands in the world.
“Most, if not all, of the credit to the company’s success can
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Thomson Industries, Inc., has offered linear motion control solutions for 75
years.

be attributed to a long history of dedicated, persevering
employees that work together toward a common goal of
fulfilling the Thomson brand promise, which is helping
design engineers find the optimal linear motion solution for
their applications,” said Thomson President, Scott Benigni.
“Thanks to their efforts, we’re in a good position to continue
serving our global customers and distribution partners with
the greatest breadth of the highest-quality motion components for many years to come. Our mission is to help our
customers build better machines to improve lives. I am extremely proud of the collaborative approach our team takes
towards helping our customers innovate in their respective
fields. From medical diagnostics and treatment and precision
farming to aircraft safety and alternative energy, Thomson
is partnering with our customers to find the right balance of
cost, life and performance in linear motion.”
Since its incorporation 75 years ago, Thomson has made a
series of acquisitions and mergers and has become a leader
in linear motion globally. Throughout this journey, Thomson
has evolved its culture by combining the best of what each
company offered and has always maintained a drive for continuous improvement. In 2018, a merger with Altra Industrial
Motion has positioned Thomson as a key business in the
Automation & Specialty platform. As part of Altra, Thomson
is now even more equipped to provide complete system solutions through its control, drive, motor, power transmission
and precision linear motion technologies.
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California Tests Off-the-Grid Solutions
to Power Outages
By Daisy Nguyen | Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — When a wildfire tore through Briceburg nearly two years ago, the tiny community on the edge
of Yosemite National Park lost the only power line connecting it to the electrical grid.
Rather than rebuilding poles and wires over increasingly dry
hillsides, which could raise the risk of equipment igniting
catastrophic fires, the nation’s largest utility decided to give
Briceburg a self-reliant power system.
The stand-alone grid made of solar panels, batteries and a
backup generator began operating this summer. It’s the first
of potentially hundreds of its kind as Pacific Gas & Electric
works to prevent another deadly fire like the one that forced
it to file for bankruptcy in 2019.
The ramping up of this technology is among a number of
strategies to improve energy resilience in California as a
cycle of extreme heat, drought and wildfires hammers the
U.S. West, triggering massive blackouts and threatening the
power supply in the country’s most populous state. Other
tactics include raising the cost of electricity during high-demand hours — when it’s most expensive to provide it — and
offering cash and prizes to conserve energy when the grid is
strained.
“I don’t think anyone in the world anticipated how quickly
the changes brought on by climate change would manifest.
We’re all scrambling to deal with that,” said Peter Lehman,
the founding director of the Schatz Energy Research Center,
a clean energy institute in Arcata.
The response follows widespread blackouts in California in
the past two years that exposed the power grid’s vulnerability to weather. Fierce windstorms led utilities to deliberately
shut off power to large swaths of the state to keep high-voltage transmission lines from sparking fire. Then last summer,
an oppressive heat wave triggered the first rolling outages
in 20 years. More than 800,000 homes and businesses lost
power over two days in August.
During both crises, a Native American reservation on California’s far northern coast kept the electricity flowing with the
help of two microgrids that can disconnect from the larger
electrical grid and switch to using solar energy generated
and stored in battery banks near its hotel-casino.
As most of rural Humboldt County sat in the dark during a
planned shutoff in October 2019, the Blue Lake Rancheria
became a lifeline for thousands of its neighbors: The gas
station and convenience store provided fuel and supplies, the
hotel housed patients who needed a place to plug in medical
devices, the local newspaper used the conference room to
put out the next day’s edition, and a hatchery continued
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pumping water to keep its fish alive.
“We’ve had outages before, but they were not severe. This
one lasted almost three days for us,” said Shad Overton, a
manager at Mad River Hatchery. “The electricity from the
microgrid pumped the diesel fuel we needed for our generator.”
During a few hours of rolling blackouts last August, the reservation’s microgrids went into “island mode” to help ease
stress on the state’s maxed-out grid.
“We seemed to arrive just in time to handle these emergencies, but it’s about good governance over the last decades
that paid attention to ... what tribal elders were saying
about how the conditions were changing, and taking that information and planning for it,” said Jana Ganion, the tribe’s
director of sustainability.
Energy experts said the tribe’s $8 million microgrids highlight the technology’s potential in providing reliable power

to hospitals, fire stations and other small-scale operations
that can provide emergency services during a disaster, and to
remote communities vulnerable to power loss.
“Anything that can give you a little bit of electricity, charge
your phone or keep the fridge running when it’s dark is
enormously valuable. Microgrids can play a huge part in
that,” said Severin Borenstein, an energy economist at the
University of California, Berkeley.
The state’s energy commission has funded dozens of projects,
serving as test beds for policies that might lead to commercialization of microgrids. Regulators are trying to resolve
a longstanding rule that prohibits private microgrids from
selling their excess electricity “over the fence” because they
are not regulated by the state.
In Briceburg, PG&E determined the cost of installing and
maintaining the remote grid outweighed the long-term
expense and risk of replacing power lines, utility spokesman
Paul Doherty said. The five customers who draw power from
it will pay the same rate as they did before.
Meanwhile, the state’s grid managers are grappling with the
same challenge they faced last year. California routinely buys
electricity from neighboring states when it is short on power,
but imports are hard to come by when other states are hit by
the same heat wave.
Bracing for another summer of heatwaves, utilities across the
U.S. West have been signing contracts for more emergency
power supplies and are trying to make sure they aren’t relying on the same suppliers as everyone else.
The grid needs to be balanced at all times between electricity supply and demand. On hot days, it is stressed in the late
afternoon and early evening, when solar power generation
tails off after dark.
The California Independent System Operator said there have
been upgrades in power storage and transmission since last
summer, including four times the amount of battery storage
from the current 500 megawatts on its system to 2,000 megawatts by August. In all, there will be about 3,500 megawatts

Program lead Bennett Chabot stands by Pacific Gas & Electric's new Remote
Grid Initiative site near Yosemite National Park in Briceburg, Calif., on June
7, 2021. When a wildfire tore through Briceburg nearly two years earlier,
the tiny community on the edge of Yosemite National Park lost the only
power line connecting it to the electrical grid. Rather than rebuilding poles
and wires over increasingly dry hillsides, which could increase the risk of
equipment igniting catastrophic fires, the nation's largest utility decided to
give Briceburg a self-reliant power system. (AP Photo/Gary Kazanjian)

of capacity — enough to power some 2.6 million homes.
There are setbacks too: An intensifying drought is weakening
the state’s hydroelectric facilities.
Officials warned power shortages could still happen this
summer.
“We just don’t know how hot it’s going to get and we don’t
know how much demand will be,” said Borenstein, who also
sits on ISO’s board of governors.
To encourage utility customers to shift some energy use to
times when renewable resources are most plentiful, utilities
are moving customers to new rate plans where they pay less
in the daytime and more during peak demand hours.
One company is offering incentives, in the form of cash and
gift cards, to people who reduce their household consumption at key times. OhmConnect, a regulated participant on
the electricity market, said during a four-day period last
summer when ISO issued “FlexAlerts” urging conservation,
customers who agreed to let the company manage their
smart thermostats and appliances helped take off almost 1
gigawatt-hour of energy — the equivalent of San Francisco’s
typical hourly use.
Cisco DeVries, CEO of the Oakland-based startup, joked that
the opportunity to earn money by saving energy seems too
good to be true so the company enlisted actress Kristen Bell
to win over skeptics.
“Blackouts feel like a thing that happens that you have no
control over, when the reality is that if we work together we
actually can prevent it,” DeVries said.
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Feds Approve Expansion of North
Dakota Natural Gas Pipeline
By James MacPherson | Associated Press
BISMARCK, N.D. (AP) — Federal regulators have approved a
natural gas pipeline in western North Dakota, a move state
officials believe will help curb the wasteful flaring of excess
gas and increase state tax revenues by millions of dollars
annually by allowing more oil drilling in the area.

OKARCHE, Okla. — Nortek Air Solutions (NAS) recently took
its partnership with Center of Family Love (CFL) a step further and began hiring the charity’s intellectually and physically disabled adults to work at its Okarche, Okla., commercial HVAC air handler manufacturing plant.

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission officials recently
approved a certificate of public convenience and necessity for
WBI Energy Inc.’s North Bakken Expansion project.
The company, a subsidiary of Bismarck-based MDU Resources
Group Inc. said the expansion would add 250 million cubic
feet of natural gas per day to a pipeline network.
The company said the project includes construction of about
62 miles beginning in Tioga of 24-inch natural gas pipeline
and 20 miles of 12-inch pipe, a new compressor station and
additional infrastructure. The company said the project
would cost $260 million and employ up to 450 people during
construction.
The project, which would traverse four western North Dakota counties, would be completed late this year or early next,
North Dakota Pipeline Authority Director Justin Kringstad
said.
The line would connect to the Northern Border Pipeline
south of Watford City, where the gas would be sent to Iowa,
Chicago and other markets, Kringstad said.
Natural gas, a byproduct of oil production, is far less valuable
than crude. Natural gas production grew by 6 percent in
March to 2.879 billion cubic feet per day. The industry captured 94 percent of the gas it produced and is meeting the
91 percent target set by state regulators to help alleviate the
wasteful flaring of excess gas.
The state’s daily oil output in March, the latest figures available, increased 2 percent to 1.108 million barrels per day.
Kringstad said oil drilling in the area north of Lake Sakakawea is hamstrung by the lack of natural gas infrastructure.
“If a new gas transmission project was not developed, the
region north of the lake would continue to see depressed
activity levels since the gas capture infrastructure is not available to meet the flaring guidelines,” Kringstad said.

Nortek Air Solutions’ Partnership With
Charity Grows Into HVAC Assembly
Jobs Program for Disabled Adults

Pipes for the Dakota Access oil pipelines stretching from the Bakken oil
fields in North Dakota to Patoka, Ill. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
officials have approved a certificate of public convenience and necessity for
WBI Energy’s North Bakken Expansion project, allowing for the addition of
250 million cubic feet of natural gas per day to the pipeline network. (AP
Photo/Nati Harnik)

The initial group of four CFL residents was trained onsite at
NAS for one month last April to learn light fixture and wiring
installation for 4 x 4-inch-square electrical boxes. The assemblies are eventually incorporated into the Temtrol® branded
air handlers the facility manufacturers. The group arrives at
NAS accompanied by a CFL job coach for two 8-hour shifts
weekly. They’re already completing an impressive 150 light
fixture/box assemblies per week. The work has been invaluable for enabling NAS electricians to concentrate on other air
handler tasks. “This program has far exceeded our expectations,” said Paul Bohnenkamp, NAS’ manufacturing/operations director, who is already planning other assembly work
for the group to tackle.
“These are meaningful tasks resulting in an end product that
is not only useful for the employer, but also something the
resident is proud to show,” said Marsha Smith, vice president–programs, CFL, who matched the residents’ skills to the
NAS’ job description. “Meaningful work is therapeutic development that improves motor function, cognitive functions
and social skills.”
The CFL workers, who range in age from 38 to 51-years-old,
were chosen for their exemplary work records at Filters for
Life (FFL), Kingfisher, Okla., which is a job opportunity the
40-year-old CFL owns and manages for its 55-participant Vocational Program. The 20,000-square-foot FFL facility employs

Center for Family Love (CFL) job coach Muffy (standing) oversees air handler
light fixture assembly work at Nortek Air Solutions by CFL residents (left to
right) Stanley, Jeremy, Dorothy and Maria. (Photo: Nortek Air Solutions)

35 CFL residents that manufacture more than 150,000 HVAC
filters annually for Oklahoma state building air handlers and
is funded partially by donor partners such as NAS.
Bohnenkamp conceived of the recent employment opportunity during one of NAS’ periodic CFL community service days
created under its “Nortek Gives” program where employees
dedicate assistance ranging from fellowship to technical and
maintenance assistance at a CFL facility. The CFL Vocational
Program, which places qualified residents in local employment positions, quickly accepted Bohnenkamp’s invitation.
NAS provides a paycheck to CFL’s residents, which gives them
opportunities for financial independence. Statistics show that
despite their willingness and ability to be a part of the nation’s workforce, people with intellectual or physical disabilities are either under employed or unemployed, according to
Smith.
“I’m so proud of our NAS Okarche Team and the CFL,” said
Buddy Doll, president, NAS. “Our partnership has created
bonds that will not be broken. As manufacturers in Okarche,
we must give back to the communities where we live and
work. This is a beautiful relationship.”

“By bringing this system online, it frees up the ability for
more drilling and associated oil and gas production north of
Lake Sakakawea,” Kringstad said. “For every day this system
is operating at its starting capacity, North Dakota’s oil tax
revenue increases by over a $1 million per day.”
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COVID-19 Survey: 50% of Facilities
Managers Don’t Have Reliable, Unbiased
Info for Critical Indoor Air Quality
Investments
MUKILTEO, WA — As the nation stumbled its way through
the pandemic in the past year, with public fears and government mandates abounding, most companies (95.6 percent)
tried to do something to combat COVID-19 transmission in
poorly ventilated, indoor spaces. Unfortunately, according
to a new survey released today, they often made subpar
investments, spending millions of dollars with limited success.
The survey was commissioned by Omni CleanAir, a maker of
commercial-grade air purification systems that have been
eliminating airborne illnesses for more than 30 years.

scape so much that many businesses simply were unable to
make informed investment decisions about indoor air quality
solutions,” said de la Port.

Many Steps Taken, Many Dollars Spent to Improve Indoor
Air Quality

“What many businesses don’t realize is that HVAC systems,
even when they can eliminate the virus, require large
amounts of electricity to operate, so the long-term cost will
be very burdensome and the resulting air often won’t be
adequately cleaned,” said de la Port.

Businesses Planning Indoor Air Quality Spending in the Next
Year
Of the survey respondents whose businesses hadn’t yet taken
actions to improve indoor air quality most indicated they
would allocate spending to ventilation in the next year. Of
the small minority who said they would do nothing, they
cited lack of education and information, as well as satisfaction with current air quality standards in their facilities. Here
is the breakdown:

Perceived Importance of a Variety of COVID-19 Solutions
When asked to rank the following measures in order of most
important (1) to least important (8) for combating COVID-19
in their organization, HR managers, in aggregate, revealed
how they prioritize the following items:

When asked what kind of improvements were made within the last 12 months, respondents revealed the following
trends:

The entire survey results can be viewed at
https://bit.ly/3gHJGkK

“We polled more than 430 HR managers around the country on the importance of various COVID-19 precautions and
defense measures, their knowledge of indoor air quality
topics, and their budgets and spending forecasts. The survey’s results will help business leaders make better decisions
to ensure the health and safety of their employees and
other stakeholders,” said Paul de la Port, president of Omni
CleanAir. “In the past year, almost every business surveyed
took some action to improve indoor air quality, but while
organizations invested hundreds of thousands (in some cases
millions) of dollars, measurable results are lacking.”
The nationwide survey, conducted by Pollfish, April through
May 2021, consisted of an online survey of 436 HR Managers
of companies with 500 or more employees. The margin of
error was +/- 5 percent, with a confidence level of 95 percent.

they will upgrade their HVAC systems despite the growing
evidence that these upgrades have minimal effect on improving indoor air quality or reducing transmission risk.

Cost, Efficacy of HVAC Solutions Vastly Underestimated by
Businesses
Survey data also show that HR managers and their COVID-19
task force colleagues are vastly underestimating the cost of
HVAC upgrades. Among those who have not yet invested in
solutions to improve indoor air quality, a majority anticipate

“It’s clear from the survey that HR and facilities managers
struggled to sift through the COVID-19 noise to determine
the best options for combating the virus and while most
recognized that it is airborne, the best solution to fighting
it remains unclear,” said de la Port. “For example, we know
that you only have a 1 in 10,000 chance of getting infected
via a contaminated surface, yet it’s at the top of the list of
things businesses have done and are continuing to do to
fight COVID-19.”

The most popular approach by businesses was to upgrade
existing HVAC systems because these changes can be done
quickly and easily — but HVAC upgrades are quite expensive,
typically costing more than $500,000 and in some cases as
much as $5,000,000 depending on the number and size of
the facilities. Additionally, for an upgraded HVAC system to
improve air quality, it must operate continuously while the
building is occupied, which is very expensive. In other cases,
businesses felt compelled to try relatively new and unproven
ionization technologies, which are increasingly under attack
from academics and government agencies for being ineffective and possibly dangerous.
“The noisy environment, lack of transparent and easily
understood real-world efficacy data, and unscrupulous
COVID-19 opportunists appear to have clouded the land-
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Under Pressure, Company Cancels
Tennessee Pipeline
By Adrian Sainz | Associated Press

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — Environmentalists and activists
claimed victory after a company recently canceled plans to
build an oil pipeline through southwest Tennessee and north
Mississippi, and over an aquifer that provides drinking water
to 1 million people.

“We value the relationships we’ve built through the development of this project, and appreciate those that supported
the project,” Byhalia Connection’s statement said.
Byhalia Connection would have linked the east-west Diamond Pipeline through the Valero refinery in Memphis to
the north-south Capline Pipeline near Byhalia, Mississippi.
The Capline, which has transported crude oil from a Louisiana port on the Gulf of Mexico north to the Midwest, is
being reversed to deliver oil south through Mississippi to
refineries and export terminals on the Gulf.
Byhalia Connection also would have run through well fields
above the Memphis Sand Aquifer, which provides slightly
sweet drinking water to the Memphis area. Environmentalists, activist groups, lawyers, property owners, national

Byhalia Connection had said the pipeline would be built a
safe distance from the aquifer, which sits much deeper than
the planned pipeline route.

But Amanda Garcia, a Southern Environmental Law Center
attorney who helped landowners in their legal battle against
the pipeline, said the community’s fight was inspiring.
“The cancellation of the Byhalia Pipeline is a victory for the
people of Southwest Memphis, for the city’s drinking water,
and perhaps most monumentally, it a triumph for environmental justice,” Garcia said.

Byhalia Connection also has said the pipeline route was not
driven by factors such as race or class. The
company denied accusations of environmental racism that emerged after a Byhalia Connection land agent said during a community
meeting that the developers “took, basically,
a point of least resistance” in choosing the
pipeline’s path.

Byhalia Connection said it will no longer pursue plans to
build a 49-mile (79-kilometer) underground artery that
would have linked two major U.S. oil pipelines while running through wetlands and under poor, predominantly Black
neighborhoods in south Memphis.
A joint venture between Valero and Plains All American
Pipeline, Byhalia Connection had said the pipeline would
bring jobs and tax revenue to the region — and it had given
to Memphis-area charities and tried to build goodwill in the
community. But, in a recent Securities and Exchange Commission filing, Byhalia Connection said it was canceling the
project “due to lower U.S. oil production resulting from the
COVID-19 pandemic.”

Justin J. Pearson, a leader of the Memphis Community
Against the Pipeline activist group, called the decision “an
extraordinary testament to what Memphis and Shelby County can do when citizens build power toward justice.”

Project officials had reached deals with most
landowners on the planned pipeline’s route
to use their land for construction. A few
holdouts were taken to court.
Clyde Robinson, 80, speaks with a reporter while standing on his acre-sized
parcel of land on Thursday, Jan. 28, 2021, in Memphis, Tenn. (AP Photo/
Adrian Sainz)

and local elected officials, and even former Vice President
Al Gore opposed the project. They feared an oil spill would
have endangered waterways and possibly contaminated the
water being pumped out of the ground through wells located along the planned route.
Opponents said the plans reminded them of environmental
racism — the practice of placing toxic factories, landfills and
other polluters in minority neighborhoods and indigenous
areas, where voiceless residents only realize the danger after
people get sick.
The pipeline would have run under Memphis neighborhoods
such as White Chapel, Westwood and Boxtown, which began as a community of freed slaves in the 1860s and where
homes had no running water or electricity as recently as the
1970s.

The pipeline’s lawyers sought eminent
domain, long invoked by governments to
claim private property for public-use projects.
Lawyers for the holdouts argued that eminent domain could not be used in the case
of a private company seeking to build an oil
pipeline in Tennessee.
In April, Byhalia Connection said it was going
to pause the legal action after the Memphis
City Council began considering an ordinance
that would have made it harder for the company to build the pipeline.
No vote has been held on the ordinance,
which was one of several strategies meant to
put public pressure on Plains and Valero.
Activists held community rallies, including
one attended by Gore. Lawyers sued in federal court, challenging the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers’ approval of the pipeline under a
nationwide permit. The Shelby County Commission refused to sell to the pipeline builder
two parcels of land that sit on the planned
route.
U.S. Rep. Steve Cohen, a Memphis Democrat,
and about two dozen other members of
Congress sent a letter asking the administration of President Joe Biden to reconsider the
permit approval.
A Byhalia Connection spokesman did not respond to an emailed question asking whether the community’s resistance influenced the
decision to end the project.
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Industrial Safety: Supplying Headlamps
as Critical PPE in Hazardous
Environments

As a tool, headlamps are essential when hands-free lighting
is required in low-light areas for a wide range of tasks, such
as operating and maintaining machinery or assessing its
condition. Headlamps are also necessary for safe, efficient
personnel movement throughout the plant, particularly in
confined or restricted spaces. At sites with flammable gases,
vapors, liquids, materials or dusts on the premises or in the
air, having a headlamp that does not generate a spark is
critical.
However, despite meeting OSHA’s definition of PPE, “equipment worn to minimize exposure to hazards that cause
serious workplace injuries and illnesses,” headlamps are
often not included in corporate budgets for PPE. As a result,
workers may be left to purchase their own headlamps from
industry supply or hardware stores. Unfortunately, if they
overemphasize price and choose products that lack necessary options, the units may be unsafe to use for some tasks,
settings, or conditions throughout the plant. This could open
the company to potential liability.
To protect personnel in any work environment and to defend
against such liability, a growing number of industrial safety
officers are including or specifying headlamps in the company budget, as PPE.

When companies supply intrinsically safe headlamps, which
are specifically designed not to be a source of ignition in
hazardous zones, this protects workers wherever they need
to go in the plant from serious, even potentially lethal
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“Without safety certified headlamps appropriate for the application, industrial facilities are exposed to potential liability
if an incident occurs. By supplying workers with headlamps
that are rated for any hazardous environment [that could be
encountered in the plant], companies can prevent the problem,” says Colarusso.
Mandating Greater Safety
At industrial worksites, headlamps enhance personnel safety
and efficiency since wherever they look the lighting goes
with them, leaving their hands free. With multiple beam
modes, these devices are designed to be easily operable even
when workers wear heavy gloves. Typically, the units are

Headlamps are essential when hands-free lighting is required in low-light areas.

waterproof and chemically resistant, ready for use in rugged
surroundings, which may include getting thrown into a truck
toolbox or dropped. Still, the devices must provide ample
light for a sufficient “burn time” to last an entire work shift
without a change of batteries.
Across a range of industries, however, typical headlamps can
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be a dangerous source of ignition if workers unwittingly enter a hazardous area or are exposed to flammable materials
or conditions.
Safety considerations are particularly important considering
OSHA’s recently issued standard for construction work in
confined spaces (Subpart AA of 29 CFR 1926). The new standard recognizes that such spaces can present physical and
atmospheric hazards that can be avoided if recognized and
addressed prior to entry. It is designed to eliminate potentially deadly hazards by requiring employers to determine what
kinds of spaces their workers are in, what hazards could be
there, and how those hazards should be made safe — including the use of headlamps, flashlights and other lighting
equipment that carries the proper safety ratings.
Therefore, in production, processing or maintenance settings
where the environment is inherently volatile, headlamps
should carry the proper certification for various classes, divisions and groups of materials. When a headlamp is rated for
all these options, it essentially means it is certified as safe for
use in most hazardous environments.
(Continued on pg. 32)
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“It is safer for industrial plants to provide suitable headlamps
upfront rather than leaving it up to employees to make
their own purchases. However, department approval of only
intrinsically safe product would handle the issue. Preventing
even one serious injury, fire, or explosion would pay for any
implementation,” says Scott Colarusso, General Manager and
Co-Owner, All Hands Fire Equipment & Training, a Neptune
City, NJ supplier of fire safety equipment to various industries that has equipped and trained thousands of firefighters
nationwide.

accidents. Essentially, everyone is covered, and the chance of
mishap eliminated.
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Industrial plants have a duty to protect employees by providing a safe work environment and Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) required for the job. However, despite
various PPE options, many companies fail to supply or specify
important lighting tools — namely headlamps. Unfortunately, the lack of suitable headlamps can lead to serious, even
deadly accidents, in hazardous locations.
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As one example in the industry, the intrinsically safe Vizz II
headlamp by Princeton Tec, meets the requirements (Classes
I, II, III; Divisions 1,2; and Groups A-G). Trenton, N.J.-based
Princeton Tec is a producer of ETL and UL-approved lighting
products, and manufactures headlamps that meet strict global safety requirements.
“Whether for OSHA, Zone 0 or state standards, intrinsically
safe products like the Vizz II headlamp help industrial safety
officials ensure that all the bases are covered. So, there is
nothing from the lighting that could spark a potential fire or
explosion in a work environment,” says John Navarro, a purchasing agent for Bayville, N.J.-based CWR Wholesale Distribution, a supplier to various industries including automotive,
consumer electronics, oil and gas, and marine. Previously,
Navarro was a nationally registered paramedic and certified
New Jersey state hazardous material technician.

“Our industrial customers want to know their plant personnel can safely use their intrinsically safe headlamps anywhere,” Navarro concludes. “Safety committees do not want
to worry about where personnel may use the units, if it is
safe to use under hazardous conditions.”
While industrial manufacturing, processing and maintenance
carries some inherent risk, industrial plants seeking to improve safety can do so by providing workers with ultra-safe
headlamps that ensure compliance.
So, as the need for industrial safety only grows along with
stricter regulation, facilities will increasingly make headlamps a mandatory part of any PPE budget or safety program to minimize operational risk and liability.
For more info, call 1-800-257-9080; email
questions@princetontec.com; visit princetontec.com; or write
to Princeton Tec, P.O. Box 8057, Trenton, NJ 08650.

Because headlamps can be dropped or bumped in industrial
settings, it is also important that the equipment is designed
to reliably withstand rough handling.
In response, some manufacturers like Princeton Tec now
make headlamps with durable thermoplastic material
designed to withstand drops and rough handling including
being thrown into a truck bed. The units not only provide
up to 10 hours of light without a battery change, but also
have superior resistance to common, potentially dangerous
industrial chemicals and solvents.

According to Navarro, among CWR Wholesale Distribution’s
wide range of industrial customers, the motivation for
budgeting and supplying intrinsically safe headlamps and
lighting as PPE is to prevent potential liability.
“With an intrinsically safe headlamp, you are meeting the
standard and enabling employees to work in the safest possible conditions with the most up-to-date equipment,” says
Navarro. “Now the technology is at a better price point than
it was five years ago. So, it is affordable for corporate safety
budgets.”
Many of Navarro’s industrial customers are willing to spend
a little more for higher-rated, compliant, intrinsically safe
headlamps.

DEDUCT THE FULL COST OF QUALIFIED PROPERTY IMPROVEMENT!
CARES ACT
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES)
Act closed a loophole that was included in the TCJA by
making QIP 15-year property. This change made businesses
of all sizes, regardless of the amounts spent on equipment,
eligible to deduct the full cost of commercial ﬁre sprinkler
systems using bonus depreciation.
The time is now to upgrade your building's ﬁre safety with a
ﬁre sprinkler system or a sprinkler retroﬁt. Under the new
Section 179 guidelines, the one year deduction period
phases out after 2022. Any new sprinkler system or retroﬁt
completed between September 27, 2017 and December 31,
2022 will be able to be fully expensed in one year. After
2022, the allowed deduction percentage is as follows:

The latest models also offer anti-static properties and safety
features, such as a mechanical locking mechanism that requires a tool to open the battery compartment. This prevents
users from inadvertently opening the battery housing in a
hazardous environment, which could not only result in electric shock, but also potentially ignition or explosion.
“Many of our corporate customers specify Princeton Tec
headlamps and lighting products due to the reliability,
longevity, price point, and made-in-U.S.A. production,” says
Navarro. “When intrinsically safe equipment matters, it is
essentially the gold standard.”
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WHAT HAS CHANGED?
Prior to the TCJA allowing Section 179 on qualiﬁed
improvement property, including sprinkler systems,
property of this type was only allowed a deduction on a
straight line basis over a period of 39 years. In other words,
a company spending $390,000 on a commercial sprinkler
system prior to the TCJA would only deduct $10,000 per
year for 39 years.

WHAT IS QIP?
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), passed in December,
2017, gave small businesses the ability to deduct the full
cost of Qualiﬁed Improvement Property (QIP) up to $1.04
million in the year of installation using Section 179.

While many believe that the intention of Congress was to
make Qualiﬁed Improvement Property 15-year property,
which would have made this property eligible for bonus
depreciation, the TCJA left the life of this property at 39
years. So, a taxpayer who did not elect to use the Section
179 Deduction or who has that deduction phased out would
have been left to depreciate the remaining balance of the
assets over a 39-year period.

QIP is deﬁned as improvements to the interior of an existing
building that is not residential property. Commercial ﬁre
sprinkler systems, including upgrades of existing systems or
retroﬁtting in existing structures, are considered QIP.

Neither of these deductions is currently available for ﬁre
sprinkler systems installed in residential high rises. The
National Fire Sprinkler Association (NFSA) continues to ﬁght
to obtain incentives for residential structures.

2027 and after: The depreciation schedule becomes
permanently set at 15 years.

6535 N. Olmsted Ave.
Chicago, IL 60631
Phone (773) 649-5040
Fax (773) 439-7713

S E RV I C E S

2023: 80%
2024: 60%

The Section 179 deduction is not phased out over time.
However, there is a phase out of the amount allowed as a
deduction based on a maximum spending amount of $2.59
million on equipment in a year. Businesses that spend over
that amount will see a dollar for dollar reduction of their
eligible deduction. So a business that spends $3.63 million
or more on equipment in a given year would not be allowed
any Section 179 Deduction.

For more information on how these tax incentives might impact the business of your
contractors, we would recommend that they contact their tax professionals, as
situations differ based on the facts and circumstances for each business. As a general
rule, we would not recommend that the Local provide tax advice to the contractors.
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Phigenics Announces New Diagnostic to
Detect Legionella Serogroup and Species
in Building Water Systems
WARRENVILLE, Ill. /PRNewswire/ — Phigenics is proud to announce PVT (Phigenics Validation Test) Next Day LegiPlex™
PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction). The diagnostic delivers
rapid results by providing the serogroup and/or non-pneumophila species of Legionella present in a water sample the
day after sampling. LegiPlex is a simultaneous multi-reaction
(multiplex) real-time PCR for the detection of Legionella
pneumophila sg 1, Legionella pneumophila sg 2-15, and
Legionella species. The assay achieves compliance under
International Standards Organization (ISO) 12869:2019 for
limit of detection and specificity.
“LegiPlex was developed as an improvement to the current
Next Day Legionella PCR due to the market need for a rapid,
serogroup specific Legionella PCR,” says Katie Fisher, Research Associate at Phigenics. “There is no other PCR diagnostic available that detects the serogroup level. By combining three reactions into one tube, LegiPlex provides the
most efficient and accurate next-day negative screen results
available.”
Industry guidance supports the use of molecular methods
for Legionella testing. VHA Directive 1061 Appendix C and
ASHRAE Guideline 12-2021 Appendix C both include language supporting the use of PCR as a negative screen strategy. The negative screen strategy enables broader testing of
an entire facility, and can lead to a more focused approach
for culture testing of PCR-positive locations. In addition, the
CDC Legionella Toolkit for Routine Testing (page 24) also
recommends the consideration of PCR as a test method.
PVT Next Day LegiPlex PCR is faster, more accurate and more
comprehensive. It can be used to enhance validation strate-

gies as part of a comprehensive Water Management Program
(WMP) that is aligned with ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 188. PVT
Next Day LegiPlex PCR, when used as a negative screen, has
a 99.9-percent negative predictive value (NPV). Molecular
results of the type of Legionella present in a water sample
provide building owners with critical data about the safety
of their water systems, allowing them to make defensible
decisions the day after sampling. For more information on
how PVT Next Day LegiPlex PCR can improve your Water
Management Team’s decision making and mitigate the risk
of waterborne pathogens, visit https://info.phigenics.com/
testing.
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Diners’ Discarded Shells Help Establish
New Oyster Colonies
By Wayne Parry | Associated Press

PORT REPUBLIC, N.J. (AP) — Call it the seafood circle of life:
Shells discarded by diners are being collected, cleaned and
dumped into waterways around the country and the world,
where they form the basis of new oyster colonies.
One of the latest such projects is taking place in Atlantic City,
where a casino and two other restaurants are saving the
shells left over from their diners. The shells are then collected
by the state Department of Environmental Protection, and
workers and volunteers with Rutgers and Stockton universities and the Jetty Rock Foundation load them on barges and
dump them into the Mullica River.
That waterway is home to one of the last self-sustaining oyster populations on the Atlantic coast, according to Shawn LaTourette, the state’s environmental commissioner. The clam,
oyster and other shells form the basis of new or expanded
oyster colonies when free-floating baby oysters, known as
spat, attach to the shells and begin to grow on them.
“You have the benefit not only of ecological restoration, but
it has kept 65 tons of shells out of landfills,” said Scott Stueber, a fisheries biologist with the DEP. That helps the eateries
save on waste disposal costs.
The program began in 2019 and currently collects oysters
from the Hard Rock casino, the Knife & Fork restaurant and
Dock’s Oyster House in Atlantic City. Several other casinos
have expressed interest in joining.

around the world have embraced oyster recycling and replanting in recent decades.
In Maryland, the Chesapeake Bay Foundation turns 2,000
bushels of recycled shells a year into oyster habitat in the
bay. In Texas, the Harte Research Institute at Texas A&M
University has collected 1.75 million pounds of shells and
restored 25 acres of oyster reefs since 2009.
New York’s Billion Oyster Project has collected 1.6 million
pounds of shells from 75 restaurants and planted 13 oyster
reefs across New York Harbor since 2015. Florida has several
such programs including one in Apalachicola Bay, and the
Alabama Coastal Foundation has collected 15.5 million shells
in less than five years.
In Massachusetts, numerous towns conduct oyster recycling
programs including the “Shuck It For Nantucket” program,
and similar efforts exist in Wellfleet and on Martha’s Vineyard.

Workers on a barge laden with 680 bushels of clam and oyster shells that are about to be dumped into the Mullica River in Port Republic, N.J. The shells
are collected from restaurants in Atlantic City, dried, and placed into the river where they become the foundation for new oyster colonies as free-floating
baby oysters attach to them and start to grow. Communities around the world are running similar shell recycling programs. (AP Photo/Wayne Parry)

The effort reaches as far as Australia, where The Nature Conservancy’s “Shuck, Don’t Chuck” program recycles oysters to
restore colonies in places including Port Phillip Bay.
In New Jersey, several such programs exist, including one run
by the American Littoral Society and another by Long Beach
Township.
For the Atlantic City project, the state makes the rounds of
the eateries once a week with a trailer, hauling the shells to
a research station on Nacote Creek in Port Republic. There
they are set out to dry for at least six months so that any

remaining meat or foreign substances on the shells will bake
off.
When they have sufficiently cured, the shells are loaded
onto a barge and pulled out into the Mullica River. Workers aboard the barge use high-pressure hoses to blast the
10-foot-tall piles of shells into the water, accomplishing in
less than an hour what would take many times as long if
they were shoveled overboard.
About 3,000 bushels of shells will be placed in the river this
year. Russ Babb, a shell fisheries bureau chief with the DEP,
hopes to eventually increase that amount to 10,000 bushels
a year.

“We go through a ton of these shells at our restaurants,”
said Grace Chow, Hard Rock’s vice president of food and beverages. “The buffet on a slow day will shuck 500 oysters, and
on a busy day, 1,200.”
Oysters are nature’s filters: A single adult oyster can strain
particles and contaminants from 50 gallons of water a day. In
addition to improving water quality, oyster colonies also are
being planted along coastlines as a shore stabilization and
storm mitigation strategy: the bumpy underwater colonies
can act as speed bumps for destructive waves headed for the
shoreline, dissipating some of their energy.
The goal is not so much to create new places to harvest and
sell oysters for consumption as to improve the environment.
In New Jersey, oysters can be harvested for commercial use
in Delaware Bay, and the state has a robust aquaculture
industry that grows them. The Mullica River project aims to
grow oysters for ecological purposes, but it is being studied
for possible approval as a commercial harvesting site in the
future, the DEP said.
Communities, environmental groups and governments
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French Gothic Revival style cathedral began in 1899, finished
in 1954, and today it is listed on the U.S. National Register of
Historic Places. (See a virtual tour at https://bit.ly/3y79VJp).
When Cathedral Basilica recently updated its security and fire
protection, N.J.-based United Fire Protection Corp., one of
the largest, full-service fire protection companies in the New
York metro area, was charged with the task. The scope of the
project involved fire detection and an alarm system installation
throughout the cathedral, its offices and residential areas. While
the offices and residential areas primarily used traditional spot
smoke detectors, this was not feasible in the cathedral’s

Installing spot smoke detection or air sampling system would
mean placing smoke detectors on the ceiling, but installing that
technology on vaulted, archway ceilings would detract from the
beauty of the building. That was not an option.

-Frank Savino, President, United Fire Protection

resplendent, high-ceiling sanctuary, which required advanced
fire detection to solve the smoke detection challenge.
“The challenge was providing superior early warning fire detection without detracting from the aesthetics of the cathedral

PROTECTION:
SAFEGUARDING HISTORIC STRUCTURES WITH ADVANCED SMOKE DETECTION

It is not just the device itself but also conduit and wiring that
can compromise aesthetics. The goal was to install an invisible
smoke detection system that did not impact the aesthetics of the
(Continued on pg. 41)

by Del Williams

Landmarks aren’t spared the risks and potential damage caused
by fire. This means that many of the world’s historic, cultural
and architectural treasures — such as cathedrals, museums and
capitol buildings — are at risk of being damaged, forever lost to
fire. Society must do all that it can to protect and preserve them.

with architectural features of a structure. Unlike typical spot
smoke detectors, which are placed in multiple locations, beam
detectors can identify smoke particles over large, continuous
areas, minimizing the need for numerous detection devices,
wiring and conduit.

When such structures are hundreds of years old and not
designed with smoke detection or fire suppression in mind,
that task can be challenging. The high ceilings and voluminous
spaces in cathedrals and grand halls that inspire awe with their
beauty, ironically, are the most difficult to protect with traditional smoke detection.

The latest generation of these beam detectors is also designed to
be very reliable, capable of distinguishing between smoke, dust
and other particles, as well as resistant to false alarms and faults
due to building movement. Easy installation and maintenance
are also distinguishing qualities. These systems can be installed
in easy-to-access locations below the ceiling to accommodate
and to conform to the features of the building.
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For such high-ceiling applications, using heat detection would
be ineffective, according to Savino. “By the time heat detectors
would alarm at an elevation of 50 feet or more, the fire size
would be big and significant smoke and fire damage would have
already occurred,” he says.

“The challenge was providing superior early warning fire detection without
detracting from the aesthetics of the cathedral sanctuary in any way.”

FIRE

Fortunately, today’s technological innovations can enable
superior early smoke detection of areas without compromising
beautiful, historic aesthetics with intrusive, anachronistic ceiling
mounts or wiring. The latest beam detectors, called Open-area
Smoke Imaging Detection (OSID), can monitor the attenuation
of optical beams and be installed below the ceiling to conform

sanctuary in any way,” says Frank Savino, president of United
Fire Protection.

Protecting Cathedral Basilica of the Sacred Heart
The Cathedral Basilica of the Sacred Heart in Newark, N.J., is
the fifth-largest cathedral in North America and the seat of the
Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Newark. Construction of the

Above: Conforming with structural architectural features without compromising beautiful, historic aesthetics, Honeywell’s OSID-R beam detectors can monitor the
attenuation of optical beams and be installed below the ceiling.
Opposite: Structures such as Cathedral Basilica of the Sacred Heart in Newark were not designed with smoke detection or fire suppression in mind, so preserving
them while maintaining their aesthetic integrity can be a challenge.

(Continued from pg. 39)

building in any way.
To resolve these challenges,
Savino turned to a sophisticated type of smoke detection
system designed specifically
for large open spaces: OSID
by Honeywell, a global leader
in fire and life safety products.
Essentially, the system uses
imaging technology to monitor the modulation of light beams
disrupted by smoke particles between components that can be
located hundreds of feet apart. It uses a CMOS imager, an electronic chip that converts light photons to electrons for digital
processing, that is the equivalent of hundreds of thousands of
photocells, which far surpasses the detection capability of a
single photo receiver.
“In its basic configuration, OSID-R (Reflective) uses an emitter
and an imager,” according to Khaleel Rehman, director of development for the advanced detection fire team, Honeywell. “It
operates on the principle of light obscuration, using an ultraviolet and an infrared (IR) beam. When smoke partially blocks the
beam, an alarm is activated. Because power and connectivity
occur in the imager only, the device only requires a single unobtrusive reflector on the opposite wall,” he says.
“The key benefit of the OSID system for Cathedral Basilica is
the ability to provide early fire detection of the wide-open spaces of the sanctuary efficiently,” says Savino. “In fact, it actually
detects smoke faster and better if installed lower than at ceiling
level.”
Instead of ceiling mounts, Savino was able to install four advanced OSID beam detectors in an electro-mechanical access
space along the cathedral’s triforium, a walkway around the
perimeter of the cathedral. Installing them there meant that
they were out of sight from the cathedral floor level.
This allows the beams to project invisibly from one side of the
cathedral to the other side, and smoke passing anywhere in the
path of the beam will initiate an alarm. For this application, a
dual-ended version of OSID using a reflector installed on the
opposing wall saved on installation cost because wiring was
only required on one end.

The key benefit of the OSID-R system is its ability to efficiently provide early fire detection for high ceilings and voluminous spaces, detecting smoke faster and
better if installed lower than at ceiling level.
Opposite: The latest generation of beam detectors is designed to be very reliable, capable of distinguishing between smoke, dust and other particles, as well as
resistant to false alarms and faults due to building movement.

“A high-power OSID system can provide effective, continuous
detection of smoke particles for approximately 500 feet,” says
Savino. “Advanced beam detection also offers the advantage of
continuous detection along its entire projected length. It is like
having a continuous line of spot smoke detectors installed a foot

apart. Smoke intrusion anywhere
along this path would activate an
alarm,” says Savino.
Compared to previous generations
of beam detection, the advanced
devices are far more reliable.
Today, CMOS imagers find and
lock on to their detection target
(reflector or emitter), eliminating
building movement issues, which
causes legacy projected beam
detection to go out of alignment.
The CMOS imager further minimizes fault and nuisance alarms from solid object intrusion and
dust. OSID’s dual spectrum beam using both ultraviolet and IR
can discriminate between real smoke from fire versus non-fire
sources.
Savino and United Fire Protection Corp. successfully completed
installation of the OSID system. In the long run, he believes that
it also offers significant advantages for required periodic testing
as well.
As beam detectors do not have to be mounted on the ceilings,
periodic code required inspection, test, and maintenance is easy
with OSID.
According to Savino, “Annual testing with OSID is quick and
easy. Essentially, we just put a test filter that simulates real
smoke in front of the beam, which simulates a smoke condition.
We can do that in the electro-mechanical access space along the
cathedral’s triforium. That is much easier and safer than having
to go up in a lift to blow smoke into spot detectors on a high
ceiling.”
From Savino’s decades of experience as a fire safety professional,
he concludes that for historic structures with high ceilings and
substantial open spaces, this approach simply makes sense.
“We need to protect our irreplaceable, architectural treasures
and all the culture and history they contain without compromising their aesthetics in the process,” he says. “Today, that
often is best accomplished in vast, high open spaces with OSID,
which is becoming a best practice fire protection technique in
these situations.”

For more information, contact Megan McGovern, Director of
External Communications at Honeywell Building Technologies:
email: megan.mcgovern@honeywell.com; or call: 404-216-6186.
To see a virtual tour of The Cathedral Basilica of the Sacred
Heart, visit https://bit.ly/3y79VJp.
Del Williams is a technical writer based in Torrance, California.
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Energy Transitions Commission Warns
Demand for Biomass Likely to Exceed
Sustainable Supply
LONDON /PRNewswire/ — The Energy Transitions Commission
(ETC)’s latest report sets out how rapidly increasing demand
for bioresources could outstrip sustainable supply, undermining climate mitigation efforts and harming biodiversity,
unless alternative zero-carbon options are rapidly scaled-up
and use of bioresources carefully prioritized.

claim your raffle prizes as you complete
your - round of golf ∙ Added sponsor
opportunities ∙ Multiple raffles

The report, Bioresources Within a Net-Zero Emissions Economy: Making a Sustainable Approach Possible, makes plain
that, while bioresources are in principle renewable, not all
forms of biomass use are beneficial from an environmental
perspective: Not all biomass is ‘good’ biomass. To be sustainable, biomass production should have low lifecycle GHG
emissions. Its production should take into account the ‘opportunity cost’ related to carbon that could be sequestered
without intervention, and must not:

Tee Times from 6:30am - 2:00pm
RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY!

For reservations and prize donations email
golf@chiefengineer.org.
For questions contact: Brendan at 773.457.6403 or call
Kevin at 312.296.5603, or call Alex at 773.879.6631.
Sponsorships include: One dinner and two drink tickets • The ability to set up a display table to mingle with guests,
signage and promotion throughout the outing.

•

compete with use of land for food production,
trigger any land use change that could release carbon
stocks into the atmosphere (especially deforestation),
negatively impact biodiversity and ecosystem health.

Thus, biomass sources for use as energy should be limited
to waste & residues, dedicated energy crop production on
degraded/marginal lands, or where current crop/pastureland
can be released.
The ETC is a coalition of more than 45 leaders from global
energy companies, energy-intensive industries, financial institutions and environmental advocates — including ArcelorMittal, Bank of America, BP, Development Research Center of
the State Council of China, EBRD, Heathrow, HSBC, Iberdrola,
Ørsted, Tata Group, Volvo Group and the World Resources
Institute among others.
Report Highlights

*Tee times will be assigned the week prior to the outing

SPONSORSHIPS OPTIONS

•
•

G OLF PRI CE S
Price includes cart, breakfast or lunch
ticket, dinner, and drink tickets.

On the basis of strict sustainability criteria, the ETC estimates
that a prudent scenario for the quantity of clearly sustainable biomass available by mid-century without major changes in land use, technology, and consumer behavior is c.40-60
EJ/year. There is a potential upside of up to c.60 EJ/ year if,
and only if, i), productive land is freed up by a major shift to
plant-based diets or synthetic meat, improved agricultural
productivity and reduced food waste; ii), the production of
seaweed-for-energy significantly scales up; and iii), organic
waste collection and management is improved. This prudent
scenario is much lower than many climate mitigation scenarios assume, including IEA and IRENA scenarios.
As countries and companies endeavor to reduce their GHG
emissions, the use of biomass as an alternative lower-carbon
fuel has grown dramatically due to its easy substitution as a
“drop-in” substitute for fossil fuels for industrial combustion
and feedstock purposes. Many sectors and applications across
the mobility, industry and buildings sectors currently plan
to use biomass as a key decarbonization route. But potential demands far exceed sustainable supply. Left unchecked,
these trends would heighten the risks of unsustainable
management of the bio resource, including deforestation,
biodiversity loss and soil depletion. The report reveals that
current policies often fail to consider claims on bioresources
holistically, incentivising uses in sectors where alternatives
exist, and jeopardising a sustainable management of the
resource.
(Continued on pg. 44)
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Alternative zero-carbon solutions, such as clean electrification or hydrogen, must be developed rapidly to lessen the
need for bio-based solutions. Dramatic cost reductions have
already been seen and further reductions are expected in
renewable power generation, clean hydrogen production,
and grid stability management. Industry and policymakers
should therefore limit the use of bioresources in applications
where cheaper alternatives exist or are within reach. These
include road transport, bulk power generation without CCS,
residential heating and shipping — with the exception of select specialized niches (e.g. local waste-to-energy district heat
networks), especially in those locations where bioresources
are locally abundant.

The report sets out four priorities for industry and governments to ensure an optimal use of bioresources:

Adair Turner, Chair of the Energy Transitions Commission,
said: “Biomass can make a really valuable contribution to the
world’s decarbonization. But truly sustainable biomass is limited in volume, so its use must be restricted to priority sectors
where alternative decarbonization options don’t exist. The
good news is that clean electrification and hydrogen often
provide a cheaper solution. The challenge for policymakers is
to develop those alternatives fast, while supporting targeted
use of biomass where it is most needed — in materials, aviation and for carbon removals — with a constant attention to
ensuring supply of biomass is truly sustainable.”
The ETC encourages a prioritization of biomass for use in a
few sectors where there is limited to no alternative:

•

•

It argues that biomass is best used for materials rather
than as an energy source, taking advantage of its inherent characteristics and avoiding unnecessary air pollution
from combustion. Key uses include as timber, pulp and
paper and other wood products or as a bio-feedstock for
the plastics industry. Few uses in the form of energy stand
the test of resource efficiency and expected long term
cost-competitiveness. Aviation is the one exception: biofuels could play a major role in the next decades as synthetic
fuels made from power-to-liquids may not reach cost-competitiveness and scale fast enough to meet the needs of
the sector.
In addition, applications will be appropriate where bioenergy use plus CCS (known as BECCS or BiCRS) can deliver
carbon removals, which will be needed in addition to rapid
in-sector decarbonization to limit the global temperature
to 1.5°C. Effective carbon pricing to make this economic is
therefore required.

Nigel Topping, UK High Level Climate Action Champion,
COP26, said: “The ETC’s latest report illustrates the need to
reprioritize sustainable biomass use to those sectors with
limited decarbonization options. Current trends are leading
us to unsustainable levels of bioresource use, putting climate
mitigation goals and biodiversity at risk. Alternative zero-carbon solutions, such as clean electrification or hydrogen, can
and must be developed rapidly to lessen the need for biobased solutions.”

•

•

•

•

Defining and enforcing clear sustainability standards for
biomass supply: Adopting comprehensive and specific biomass sourcing standards, banning conversion of preserved
natural ecosystems to commercial biomass exploitation;
creating mechanisms to allow transparency and traceability of biomass supply chains; improved data analysis and
monitoring to inform land use policies.
Pursuing opportunities to further increase sustainable
supply: improving waste collection; innovations in seaweed-for-energy production; encouraging massive dietary
change and technological developments to reduce land
needed for animal meat and food production.
Creating the conditions for a prioritized use of bioresources: use of carbon pricing to allocate scarce, sustainable
supply, alongside policies to discourage suboptimal and
encourage priority uses; developing explicit national and
local strategies taking into account local land use.
Supporting key technologies enabling efficient, sustainable supply and use of bioresources: improving efficiency
of existing land use; increasing waste collection; targeting
funding towards emerging bioenergy and biomaterial
technologies.

“A renewable energy future — built on cheap, abundant
zero-carbon electricity — is within our grasp. In this timely
report, the Energy Transitions Commission reviews the role of
low carbon, sustainable bio-energy across the economy. The
world has a fixed quantity of land, while demand for food,
fiber, carbon storage and biodiversity continues to grow.
We can’t have an ‘all of the above’ strategy; there are real
trade-offs in play, requiring informed decisions. This analysis
helps open that dialogue,” said Manish Bapna, WRI Interim
President and CEO.

New North Carolina Biogas Permitting
for Hog Farms Now Law
By Gary D. Robertson | Associated Press
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — A streamlined permitting process for
hog farmers who also want to convert methane from waste
ponds into energy will begin after Gov. Roy Cooper signed
the legislature’s annual agriculture bill into law July 2.
The Democratic governor decided the measure will be enacted, despite dozens of environmental, civil rights and community groups urging him to veto the bill due to “general
permit” language for biomass operations contained inside.
The farm measure was one of 11 that Cooper signed into law
July 2, but he provided no statement on the measure with
that announcement. He also vetoed a bill that would have
ended additional federal unemployment benefits created
during the pandemic.
The farm measure directs the Environmental Management
Commission, a part of the Department of Environmental
Quality, to develop a “general permit” for animal farm oper-

Providing optimal
solutions and strategic
planning for:

To read the full Bioresources Within a Net-Zero Emissions
Economy: Making a Sustainable Approach Possible report,
please visit: https://www.energy-transitions.org/publications/
bioresources-within-a-net-zero-emissions-economy/
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ations that allow the owner to construct and operate a farm
digester system.
Until now, digester operators had to seek an individual permit, which can be time-consuming for the farmer and usually
gives the public the chance to comment on the request at a
hearing. The new law says environmental regulators must
decide on a farm and biogas general permit application —
expected to last five years — within 90 days, or it’s otherwise
considered approved.
The Southern Environmental Law Center expressed disappointment that Cooper signed the bill into law, saying the
measure limits community input, weakens long-standing
siting restrictions and removes tax incentives for cleaner
technology.
“Pollution from industrial hog operations is one of the most
significant environmental justice concerns in our state. Once
again, the hog industry wielded its political power to drown
out the voices of families harmed by its pollution, continuing
a long history of injustice in North Carolina,” SELC attorney
Blakely Hildebrand said in a statement.
The pork industry backed the change, saying biogas operations on farms are very similar in scope and the federal
government has encouraged it as a way to produce cleaner
energy. Smithfield Foods and Dominion Energy are developing a project in which trapped gas from hog farms gets
pumped to a refining facility proposed in Duplin County.
Critics of the change said the new permit process would
narrow the timeframe for input from farm neighbors and
build more disincentives for farmers to move away from
lagoon-and-sprayfield waste systems and toward environmentally superior waste disposal.
That technology is still considered by the industry as economically infeasible. But opponents of the measure said the
lagoon disposal methods and resulting odors keep contributing to health troubles for people living near the farms and to
pollution.
Eight Senate Democrats and 14 House Democrats had joined
all Republicans present in voting for the final piece of legislation. The margins suggested there could have been enough
votes to override a Cooper veto.
The North Carolina Farm Act of 2021 contains changes in
a dozen categories, including increased punishments for
stealing timber and clarified overtime compensation rules for
state Forest Service firefighters.
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Sports Stadiums Subject to Damage
From Elements, Wear and Tear From
Fans
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Large crowds, plus the elements, can make
any sport played in a stadium that much more exciting. And
while stadiums are returning to full capacity after COVID-19
restricted fans from attending most games, now is an ideal
time for facility managers and owners to plan and perform
maintenance on these important structures.

With more than a century of service, Western Specialty
Contractors has restored and protected a number of sports
stadiums across the country, including the University of Notre
Dame Football Stadium in South Bend, Ind., Lindenwood Stadium in Belleville, Ill., H.A. Chapman Stadium at the University of Tulsa, Okla., Miller Park in Milwaukee, Wis., and Sports
Authority Field at Mile High in Denver, Colo.
“Western’s experts work with stadium owners and facility
managers to analyze the type and extent of any damage
present and recommend cost-effective, remedial measures
to protect and extend the life of the facility and keep fans
safe,” said Crystal Moyer, Director National Accounts/Mar-
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The project called for a fast-track schedule that included
cleaning, preparing and recoating 270,000 square feet of
traffic coating membrane. The project had to be completed
in just six weeks to have the stadium ready for opening day.
Western crews were able to meet the tight deadline by working closely with the stadium operations staff.
H.A. Chapman Stadium
Western Specialty Contractors was contracted to complete
work on the new sky box addition at Chapman Stadium
at the University of Tulsa. Western caulked approximately
8,000 lineal feet of control joints and window perimeters.
The stadium bowl also had a facelift, adding new seats and
cast-stone walls which were also caulked. During the project,
Western was asked to power wash the existing concrete wall
and remove the old paint.

Most sports stadiums in the United States are made up of
reinforced concrete with steel seating supports and railing.
Unfortunately, an even more universal characteristic is their
openness and vulnerability to the elements — in addition to
the wear and tear they receive from fans. All of these forces
combine and take their toll on the structural integrity of a
stadium.
Without routine maintenance, corrosion, movement and recurring freeze-and-thaw cycles will cause the concrete structures to crack, spall and disintegrate. Water seeping through
surface cracks will cause severe structural damage. Seats will
crack and weather and steel supports will rust causing discoloration and fracturing of surrounding concrete.

stadium each season to cheer on the Fighting Irish.

The Chapman Stadium project was fast-paced and took a
large amount of coordination between the subcontractors
and general contractor. The work was completed before the
start of the football season.
Miller Park

Western Specialty Contractors has restored and added protective coatings
to surfaces in numerous sports stadiums nationwide.

keting at Western Specialty Contractors. “Cutting-edge,
long-wearing materials are often recommended to restore a
stadium and protect it from future damage.”
Here are some examples of Western’s stadium work over the
years:
University of Notre Dame Football Stadium
As the college football season approached, Western Specialty Contractors was contacted by the university to provide a
new traffic coating system on all the concourses, concession
stands, bathrooms and pedestrian ramps around the stadium.
Constructed in 1930, more than 80,000 fans pack the historic

Western Specialty Contractors was involved in the construction of Miller Park, the new home of the Brewers in Milwaukee. Western’s scope of work was to provide a waterproof
traffic coating system on one of the five concourses. The area
totaled 100,000 square feet.
In addition to the coating work, a positive drainage system
was installed. Imperfections to the concrete surface areas,
such as scaling, gouges, scrapes and cracks were also addressed.
The application of the traffic coating system was completed
in four phases and in time for opening day of the Brewers
season.
For more examples of Western’s stadium restoration projects,
visit https://www.westernspecialtycontractors.com/projects/
markets/stadiums/.
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Commercial Generator Experts Launch
New Website

Air Comfort Names Mike Devito as
Company President

LionHeart Critical Power Specialists, a leading commercial
generator service provider, is proud to announce the launch
of their newly redesigned website. The new site has been designed to focus on user experience with improved navigation
and functionality while allowing customers to see all of the
service and project offerings.

BROADVIEW, Illinois — Air Comfort Corporation is pleased
to announce Mike Devito as the company’s new president.
The company is also excited to launch a new nationwide
partnership with Orion HVAC Services, marking Orion’s third
investment in family-owned businesses in the commercial
HVAC industry.

The site includes many new features including:

Devito’s experience in the HVAC industry began in the United
States Navy when he maintained his ship’s refrigeration and
mechanical systems. From there, he was hired in the parts
department at Air Comfort, then expanded his role into the
Chicago Pipefitters Local 597 union. His 30-year tenure with
the company gradually expanded his responsibilities as he
worked his way from service technician to sales engineer to
vice president.

•
•
•
•

Streamlined design
Improved functionality
Detailed information on our services and project offerings
Requests for quotes

As LionHeart continues to grow and gain new clients, we
wanted a website that offers our clients more informative
resources at a click of a button. We also wanted the look,
feel and functionality to make evident that LionHeart is at
the forefront of industry trends and technology.

“Being named company president is a result of all the hard
work I’ve put in through the years, and I’m grateful for this
opportunity,” Devito said. “I look forward to leading Air
Comfort’s future as one of the largest mechanical contractors
in the Chicagoland area. After 86 years in business, I plan to
focus on continued growth and providing quality solutions
for our clients. We invest 5,000 hours each year in training
with our field employees to give them the tools they need to
be the best problem solvers, and back up every solution with
exceptional customer service.”

“At the onset of the website redesign, we started with very
specific goals such as increasing website traffic, supporting
our sales team through increased lead generation, as well as
conveying our industry strengths and client focus,” Don Ritter, LionHeart President said. “I am proud to say, I feel we’ve
achieved these goals, but to me it’s much more than projects
or project goals. It’s the dedication of the team members, led
by Alicia Hawkins that came together to make this project
happen. This dedication is truly indicative of how all LionHeart team members tackle challenges day in and day out.”
LionHeart’s Marketing Solutions Manager, Alicia Hawkins,
has been with the company since 2020 and continues to
grow in her role with the company. Her primary focus is to
maintain the brands’ identity, reputation and image, but she
doesn’t stop there. With years of marketing experience, she
has proven that she is willing to take on any task handed to
her with a “can-do” attitude. A problem solver by nature,

Alicia Hawkins

she doesn’t shy away from a challenge, no matter how big or
small. Her passion for the company and the work she does is
parallel to none.

GET THE WORD OUT.

Devito follows in the footsteps of Tim Smerz, whose family
has owned and operated Air Comfort for three generations.
Smerz plans to stay involved with the company’s strategic
direction as chairman, particularly as Air Comfort is now
launching a new nationwide partnership with Orion HVAC
Services. This recent business move gives Devito another
avenue of company growth through additional training and
development resources.
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“In every role he’s held, Mike has demonstrated strong
leadership qualities as well as a tremendous commitment to
make Air Comfort better,” Smerz said. “In the last five years,
he’s led our efforts to build a stronger team and has really
charted our course to even greater success. Mike is the ideal
choice to lead the company forward into the next chapter,
and I’m confident he’s going to do a phenomenal job,”
Smerz said.
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ON-SITE FIELD SERVICE
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Ecolab Launches Mixed-Reality Virtual
Visits for Life Sciences Industry

Watts Introduces IntelliFlow® Now With
Wi-Fi Connectivity

ST. PAUL, Minn. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Ecolab Inc., the global leader in water, hygiene and infection prevention solutions and services, announced a new virtual visit offering for
the life sciences industry to proactively help address cleaning
and disinfection challenges. Using mixed-reality tools, Ecolab
can bring experts onsite virtually to quickly and safely review,
diagnose and solve issues from anywhere, at any time, helping customers to navigate the barriers to onsite service and
training during the pandemic.

Watts introduces the IntelliFlow automatic washing machine
shutoff valve, now with smart and connected capabilities.

“Increasing uptime and solving production challenges quickly
and efficiently means better outcomes for our life sciences
customers,” said Hayley Crowe, vice president and general
manager of Ecolab’s Life Sciences business. “Mixed-reality
tools enable us to bring the full breadth of Ecolab’s global
expertise to help diagnose and troubleshoot issues, and provide training in real-time to customers anywhere, anytime.”
Building on the virtual service expertise gained over the last
several years in Ecolab’s Industrial businesses, Life Science’s
team members can virtually connect to remote Ecolab scientists, engineers and cross-functional teams located anywhere in the world using a Microsoft HoloLens 2 device and
running Microsoft Dynamics 365 Remote Assist. The remote
experts can provide technical support and documentation in
augmented reality to help the onsite team member wearing
the HoloLens 2 device see solutions to deliver resolution faster and more efficiently.
Beyond troubleshooting real-time, remote Ecolab experts
also can review manufacturing operations and proactively
address issues by recommending and implementing site-specific cleaning programs to help prevent common issues that
lead to downtime and associated costs in productivity, labor
and resources. Additionally, mixed-reality tools can provide
immersive training experiences with live step-by-step instruc-

The Watts IntelliFlow uses a state-of-the-art electronic control device that senses washing machine current flow. It automatically turns off the water to the washing machine when it
is not in use, protecting a customer’s home or business from
potential flooding due to a burst or broken washing machine
water supply hose. In addition, the IntelliFlow now features
Wi-Fi connectivity, enabling customers to receive text and
email alerts in case of a leak from their washing machine.

Ecolab’s virtual service improves real-time access to experts to help address
cleaning and disinfection challenges quickly, reducing manufacturing
downtime.

tion from remote experts.
In 2020, Ecolab successfully tested virtual service delivery at
pharmaceutical drug manufacturing facilities to help optimize their cleaning and disinfection programs, reviewed
procedure compliance with cleanroom technicians responsible for cleaning and disinfection tasks and installed and
evaluated production equipment at personal care manufacturing sites.
"We’re excited to continue helping our customers navigate
the unique challenges of the pandemic while introducing an
efficient new channel for working together into the future,”
said Crowe.
For more information about the Ecolab Life Sciences mixed
reality service, go to ecolab.com/lifesciencesvirtualvisits.

The IntelliFlow is designed for use in residential applications
for single family, multifamily, or rental properties. Says Watts
Product Manager Shashwat Nath, “This advanced product
adds Wi-Fi connectivity to our industry leading solution and
gives even more peace of mind with email and text alerts.”
For more information, visit
www.watts.com/our-story/brands/intelliflow

Watts IntelliFlow automatically turns off water to the washing machine
when not in use, guarding against potential flooding, and can send text
and email alerts in case of a leak.

When variable speed is
what you need.
Our qualified team assembles, installs, and
repairs a wide variety of programmable
controllers and drives.
x Retrofitting Pumping Systems to Variable
Frequency Drives
x Extended warranties up to ten years
x Base Mounted or In-Line Pumps
x Sensor-less or with sensors
x Energy savings analysis

Call us today for a complimentary, intelligent
estimate for retrofitting your pumping system to VFD.

(630) 455-1034
novatronicsinc@bornquist.com | www.novatronicsinc.com
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GM to Source U.S.-Based Lithium for
Next-Generation EV Batteries Through
Closed-Loop Process with Low Carbon
Emissions
DETROIT /PRNewswire/ — General Motors has agreed to
form a strategic investment and commercial collaboration
with Controlled Thermal Resources to secure local and
low-cost lithium. This lithium will be produced through a
closed-loop, direct extraction process that results in a smaller
physical footprint, no production tailing and lower carbon
dioxide emissions when compared to traditional processes
like pit mining or evaporation ponds.

As an anticipated part of its $35 billion global commitment
to EVs and autonomous vehicles , GM will be the first company to make a multi-million dollar investment in CTR’s Hell’s
Kitchen project. As the first investor, GM will have first rights
on lithium produced by the first stage of the Hell’s Kitchen
project, including an option for a multi-year relationship.
“Lithium is critical to battery production today and will
only become more important as consumer adoption of EVs

INSULATION CONTRACTOR

FALLS MECHANICAL
INSULATION, INC.
SPECIALIZING IN INSULATION OF PLUMBING,
HEATING, AND COOLING SYSTEMS
50 YEARS OF QUALITY SERVICE
WITH LOCAL 17 HEAT & FROST INSULATORS
7703 W. 99th Street • Hickory Hills, IL 60457
708.599.4700 • Fax 708.599.4769
Email: fallinsulation@sbcglobal.net
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DUBAI, United Arab Emirates /PRNewswire/ — Disrupt-X, a
Dubai-based IoT Development Company, announced their
first Global Launch of Ignite Shield in partnership with Intel
IoT Alliance hosted on Amazon Web Services using Intel
Architecture.
Ignite Shield is a full-stacked IoT Solution that can be scaled
from a Single Asset up to a City Level which makes IoT for
Companies and End-Users beneficial. Ignite Shield includes
Smart Outdoor and Indoor Air Quality Monitoring, Smart
Water Infrastructure Monitoring (Water Leakage with Data
breakdown), Swimming Pool Monitoring, SPA Monitoring,
Water Tanks Monitoring and Water Pressure Monitoring
from Single Homes to Buildings, Communities and giving a
Portfolio Dashboard up to City level where Alarms can be
raised for Government Authorities, Facility Management

Lithium is a metal crucial to GM’s plans to make more affordable, higher mileage electric vehicles.
The relationship between GM and CTR is expected to accelerate the adoption of lithium extraction methods that cause
less impact to the environment. A significant amount of GM’s
future battery-grade lithium hydroxide and carbonate could
come from CTR’s Hell’s Kitchen Lithium and Power development in the Salton Sea Geothermal Field, located in Imperial,
Calif. With the help of GM’s investment, CTR’s closed-loop,
direct extraction process will recover lithium from geothermal brine.

Disrupt-X, Intel IoT Alliance Launch
World’s First Water and Air Quality
Monitoring IoT Platform

A General Motors logo at the General Motors Detroit-Hamtramck Assembly
plant in Hamtramck, Mich. General Motors has formed a partnership with
Controlled Thermal Resources for sourcing local, low-cost lithium via a
closed-loop process resulting in a reduced physical footprint and lower CO2
emissions. (AP Photo/Paul Sancya, File)

increases, and we accelerate towards our all-electric future,”
said Doug Parks, GM executive vice president, Global Product
Development, Purchasing and Supply Chain. “By securing
and localizing the lithium supply chain in the U.S., we’re
helping ensure our ability to make powerful, affordable,
high mileage EVs while also helping to mitigate environmental impact and bring more low-cost lithium to the market as
a whole. GM looks forward to working with CTR, in addition
to state and local leaders, in achieving these goals.”

Companies, Operators or individual End-users. Solutions use
Long Life Battery devices — up to 7 years — with latest communications protocols as Sigfox /5G/4G/ LoraWAN etc.
These IoT cloud-based solutions have a robust web platform
and mobile application supported on both iOS and Android
devices which are hosted on AWS using Intel Architecture
using AI, machine learning and Deep Learning to compute
the data and give analytics.
Intel Enterprise and Public Sector Manager for Gulf region
Mr. Adib Rajji said, “We strive to provide Disrupt-X with
what they need so they can focus on their success with their
customers and business. At Intel we enable an early solution
development engagement so partners can take advantage of
Intel’s leading-edge technology and Edge to cloud offerings.”
Disrupt-X CEO Mr. Yaseen AlJaizani said, “It’s exciting to
be at the forefront of IoT based technology, with our new
products and solutions offering real practical life optimising
uses such as air quality monitoring and water monitoring.
Backed by intel power enables seamless processing power
and facilitating city wide rollout.”
Please visit disrupt-x.io for further details.

Batteries are and will remain one of the largest cost drivers
of EVs. Lithium is a key battery material used in the cathodes and electrolytes of GM EVs like the Chevrolet Bolt EV
and Bolt EUV. Lithium will become even more important in
battery use as GM explores lithium metal batteries with a
protected anode.
Most lithium used in lithium-ion batteries is currently mined
and processed outside of the U.S.
The first stage of the Hell’s Kitchen project is expected to begin yielding lithium in 2024, helping GM to meet its aspiration of eliminating tailpipe emissions from light-duty vehicles
by 2035.
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South Dakota Mines Team Develops
Virtual Reality Hazard Awareness
Training Program
RAPID CITY, S.D. — Underground and surface mines can be
hazardous places, so when it comes to safety training in the
mining profession, the old saying “practice makes perfect”
holds true. To improve hazard safety instruction, a team at
South Dakota Mines has spent the past year developing a
virtual reality (VR) training module that mimics a mining
environment.
“We are using new technologies combined with neuroscience to help people learn faster and more effectively,” says
Clint Kling, a mining engineering doctoral graduate student
who is currently working on the project under the guidance
of Associate Professor Purushotham Tukkaraja, Ph.D., in collaboration with the company Motive.io. The research is funded by the United States Department of Labor, Mine Safety
and Health Administration (MSHA) with a grant of $100,000.
The VR hazard awareness training is designed for new and
inexperienced miners and will be available in English or
Spanish. It will be conducted alongside the already existing
MSHA training program at South Dakota Mines, the local
mine sites, and will also be used in MSHA’s refresher training
courses. The team plans to develop this program at the local
level to establish good results before a national rollout. The
researchers are also taking their ideas to the marketplace.
They are ready to collaborate with any industry partners such
as mining, construction, or general industry to develop a
new VR safety training program that will prove effective and
valuable according to their needs. “There is much thought
in the background detail that goes into every move and
interaction in the environment to give the end-user the most
effective and beneficial training. A successful VR training
module is in the creation of its storyboard,” says Kling. “We
are pleased that MSHA gave us the opportunity to develop

Weil-McLain’s new, mobile-friendly interactive parts catalog offers multiple
options to search for specific boiler parts.

Weil-McLain Launches Easy-to-Use
Interactive Parts Catalog
BURR RIDGE, Ill. — Finding parts for Weil-McLain boilers just
got a whole lot easier with the launch of a new interactive,
mobile-friendly Weil-McLain Parts Catalog. The robust new
tool makes it simple to find parts for Weil-McLain's full line
of residential and commercial boilers.

lights the specific part number and part name. High resolution photos are provided for many part numbers.

“With a link right on our home page, and multiple ways to
search for specific parts, residential and commercial heating
contractors, installers and distributors can quickly identify
the parts they need for their specific Weil-McLain boiler,”
said Tom Orton, Product Manager with Weil-McLain.

“With this new easily-viewable and 24/7 accessible interactive
parts catalog, contractors can avoid delays while searching
for a part number,” said Dave DeVries, Director of Product
Management. “In just a few clicks, you’ll be on your way to
your local distributor with the correct part number in hand.”

Searches for parts can be conducted either by boiler model,
including current and discontinued boilers, by CP/Serial Number or by part number. All searches lead to a drawing with
an exploded view of all available parts specific to the part
number or boiler model entered.

For more information or to locate a Weil-McLain part, visit
https://parts.weil-mclain.com/.

The catalog also includes a handy distributor look-up tool
that enables contractors to locate their nearest distributor.

Simply click on the numbered “hotspot” associated with the
selected part and users will be taken to an index that high-

our idea to help make the mining world a better and safer
place to work,” Dr. Tukkaraja adds.
“We want people to go home safely to their families at
the end of the workday. We hope to create a safe mindset
that will carry with them wherever they go. The first step in
controlling workplace hazards is to identify and determine
which hazards are present.” Kling says. “Our brain is always
learning even when it’s negative and including the things
you don’t do. So, your behavior in your everyday life is important; each one of them is changing your brain. We need
to break the habits and behaviors that are not healthy.”
Traditionally, mining workplace safety has been a complex
subject to effectively convey in a classroom or even on the
job because of all the dangers involved. “Having trained
in VR ensures the person's safety but also shows them the
potential hazards of a mining environment. We see the
benefits of VR for safety training and the future of it as well.
Our goal is to develop a lasting training program using VR
because of its proven effectiveness,” says Dr. Tukkaraja.
The team seeks to improve the outcome of safety training
by creating a more safety conscientious worker who is better
prepared to work safely in their environment. “There is a
considerable amount of time spent in classrooms teaching
people how to be safe, but there is still room for improvement. We want to help close the gap and make more use of
our time in the classroom to help people become more safety-oriented and work towards our goal of zero accidents,”
says Dr. Tukkaraja.
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Pasternack Now Stocks RF Loads with
Frequencies up to 67 GHz
IRVINE, Calif. — Pasternack, an Infinite Electronics brand, has
expanded its line of RF loads to address myriad applications
involving test, R&D, production, commercial and military RF
communications systems.

MILWAUKEE — Hitachi’s new line of mini-split systems employs the latest technologies to maximize comfort and ensure
healthy indoor air.

Pasternack’s new RF loads can be used to terminate coax
cables, multicoupling devices and test equipment across a
variety of applications. Features include maximum power of
1 watt, 1.85mm, 2.4mm, 3.5mm, SMP and SMPM connector
options, male and female connector combinations, models
with or without chains, 18 GHz, 27 GHz, 34.5 GHz, 40 GHz,
50 GHz and 67 GHz frequency options and excellent VSWR
performance.
“Our new line of RF loads provides our customers with a wider range of choices to address higher frequency applications.
As we continue to expand our portfolio, we will be able to
offer our customers a solution for every application,” said
Steven Pong, Product Line Manager.
The new RF loads are available for immediate shipment.

Introducing Hitachi Cooling & Heating
Mini-Splits Now Available in North
America
•
•
•
•

Pasternack’s new 1-watt RF loads are available with 1.85mm, 2.4mm,
3.5mm, SMP and SMPM Connectors.

For inquiries, Pasternack can be contacted at
+1-949-261-1920.

An intelligent human sensor system monitors and responds
to the environment to provide continuous comfort.
Temperature and humidity levels are controlled when set
to dehumidification mode.
Innovative FrostWash technology ensures indoor air is fresh
and clean by eliminating dust, bacteria, and mold.
User-friendly airCloud Home app puts control in the palm
of the homeowner’s hand and is fully compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant, enabling voice control
when hands are full.

Hitachi’s new mini-split systems are equipped with a microchip that helps to
adjust the amount of energy required.

Vector DC Inverter Technology
Hitachi mini splits feature vector DC inverters to achieve
high performance energy efficiency. These inverters cool
with maximum capacity at start-up, then automatically slow
down and operate at minimum capacity to maintain room
temperature at a comfortable level. This reduces energy
consumption by up to 62 percent*, compared to non-inverter
levels.
A special microchip that is pre-loaded with the compressor’s
data will constantly monitor its operation while running. This
helps the unit to adjust the amount of energy needed by
sending accurate instructions to the compressor to achieve
the optimal rotation speed and avoid unnecessary power
waste.
A System for Every Application
Hitachi mini splits are flexible, easy to install, and offer a
wide range of sizes to make it easy to specify the perfect
solution for your project. A cooling-only lock function
prohibits heat when used in ambient cooling applications.
Single-zone systems are available in 115V or 208/230V with
capacities ranging from .75 to 3 tons. Multi-zone systems can
accommodate up to 5 zones with 208/230V and capacities
ranging from 1.5 to 3.5 tons.
To learn more visit www.us.hitachiaircon.com
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Pelican Products Unveils the Largest
Pelican™ Air Case to Date
TORRANCE, Calif. — Pelican Products, Inc. (Pelican), the
global leader in the design and manufacture of high-performance cases, recently set another benchmark for the
segment with the launch of the Pelican™ Air 1646 Case, the
largest case in the Pelican™ Air Case line.
With more than 6,800 cubic inches of usable space, the
Pelican™ Air 1646 Case is built in a long/deep form factor,
making it perfect for storage of longer- and deeper-type
equipment. “Logistics issues for our on-the-go users traveling
with large kits can be a bit of a nightmare, so we created the
lighter weight, 1646 Pelican Air case to give them a transport option that allows for easy consolidation,” said Vince
LaDuca, Product Manager, Pelican Products Commercial and
Government Division.

Pelican Protector Case, the Pelican™ Air 1646 Case has a pull
trolley and wheels that are roll tested over 914 meters. It also
boasts classic Pelican case features including a watertight
O-ring gasket, a crushproof and dustproof exterior, stainless
steel hasp protectors, rubberized, over-molded handles, and
proven tough push button latches. Just like our classic Protector series cases, each Pelican Air case is subjected to external
third-party lab testing to certify IP67 ingress protection and
military standard impact, drop and extreme temperature
performance.
It is also backed by the company’s legendary Lifetime Guarantee of Excellence. The Pelican Air 1646 Case with foam is
available in black with an MSRP of $450.00 USD.
For more information, reach out to pelican.com.

The Classic Pick N’ Pluck™ Foam configuration offers a manually customizable solution with pre-scored foam for fast and
simple protection to fit almost any equipment.

Boasting a weight up to 40 percent lighter than a standard

When it comes to Power Systems service,
Alta understands that UP Time equals
confidence in your equipment’s reliability.
You can count on Alta Power Systems to
keep your generator, transfer switch and
switchgear on-line and mission ready.

•
•

Available on-site equipment training for your operators and maintenance staff.
Service and repair for all modern electronic controlled engines.
Generator and engine failure analysis.
Engine overhauls on site or at one of our facilities.
Control system upgrades. Replacing analog controllers with new cutting edge electronic
controls that supports modern features.
ModBus integration to allow 24hr remote access to equipment & status in real time.
Transfer switch modernization or replacement for aged out gear.

855.605.ALTA (2582)
www.altaequipment.com
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ALTON, U.K. — The Gas Turbine Filtration Division of Parker
Hannifin Corporation, the global leader in motion and control technologies, today announced the launch of its clearcurrent ASSURE filters for high-performance gas turbines.
All components within the latest advanced gas turbines must
be able to withstand the harsh environments and multiple
contaminates that these systems are continuously exposed
to. Leveraging decades of filtration engineering experience
and direct feedback from customers, Parker designed every
detail of the new clearcurrent ASSURE filters to ensure they
support predictable, reliable and optimized gas turbine
performance.
“The efficiency we see from today’s advanced gas turbines,
such as the H-class, is far superior to that of previous machines,” said Tim Nicholas, power generation market manager, Gas Turbine Filtration Division. “The precise engineering
involved to achieve these output levels requires a conditioned, consistent and reliable air flow through the inlet
house, and our new line of filters helps to protect turbine
health and performance.”

The No Foam configuration allows a blank slate for custom
interior solutions. (Visit pelican.com for more details.)

•
•
•
•
•

Parker’s clearcurrent® ASSURE Filters
Provide Best-in-Class Protection and
Performance for Advanced Gas Turbines

Filtration systems for gas turbines require consistent innovation to keep pace with ongoing improvements to turbine
design and performance. Advanced classes of turbines have
recently broken the 60 percent net efficiency barrier in
combined cycle mode. By leveraging technologies such as 3D
printing and advanced analytics, such increased levels of efficiency are becoming increasingly common, and it is expected
that further improvements will soon follow.
Parker’s new clearcurrent ASSURE filters feature durable
hydrophobic and oleophobic properties, which remove problematic contaminants carried through to the turbine in liquid
forms. Their unique design provides effective filtration across
a range of models, including high-performance self-cleaning
units. Construction practices and materials are selected for
extended service life to enable longer maintenance intervals
and reduced lifetime cost while sustaining performance.

Parker’s clearcurrent ASSURE filters provide effective filtration across a range
of models.

these incredible machines.”
The measured and consistent performance of the clearcurrent ASSURE filters through all filtration stages equates to
predictable differential pressure (DP). This is essential to
avoid sudden pressure spikes that lead to unplanned turbine
outage or damage to the system. They are designed to an
exact fit in the inlet house to prevent them being bypassed,
significantly reducing the risk of accelerated degradation of
turbine components and helping to optimize maintenance
over the life of the system.
Learn more about the clearcurrent ASSURE filters at
www.parker.com/gtf or by emailing
altairclearcurrent@parker.com.

“The lower efficiency of legacy turbines means that particles
adhering to the blades have less impact on performance,”
Nicholas said. “However, to maintain the efficiency of the
advanced performance turbines entering the market today,
internal components need better protection from sticky particles in the inlet airflow which can impact aerodynamic and
thermal performance. Our clearcurrent ASSURE filters are
designed with housing materials and filtration media that is
precision-engineered to set a new benchmark in protecting
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Froth-Pak™ Spray Foam Receives 2021
American Chemistry Council (ACC)
Sustainability Leadership Award for
Environmental Protection
WILMINGTON, Del. — DuPont’s new HFC-free Froth-Pak
Spray Foam recently received the ACC Sustainability Leadership Award in the Environmental Protection category. The
American Chemistry Council (ACC) recognizes outstanding
company achievements in priority areas highlighted in the
ACC’s Sustainability strategy.
The newly enhanced, innovative Froth-Pak Spray Foams
utilize a blowing agent package that achieves a reduction in
global warming potential (GWP) of more than 99 percent,
as compared to blowing agents used in past formulations,
supporting DuPont’s commitment to reduce greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions while driving sustainable innovation.
Winning entries were reviewed internally by ACC and judged
by an independent panel, comprising external sustainability
experts.

step forward in the evolution of the Froth-Pak brand, introduced more than 50 years ago. Froth-Pak is the all-in-one
self-contained and easily portable low-pressure spray foam
kit designed for professional contractors. This polyurethane
spray foam contains no ozone depleting chemicals or HFCs,
while elevating the performance attributes professional
contractors expect. Froth-Pak Spray Foam helps professional contractors to quickly and efficiently fill larger gaps and
penetrations in both commercial and residential applications — sealing out moisture, dust, allergens and pests while
improving energy efficiency, building resilience and comfort
for homeowners.

The Froth-Pak Spray Foam reformulation supports the DuPont Performance Building Solutions and Corian® Design
business’ ‘Acting on Climate’ goal to achieve a 75-percent
reduction in GHG emission from operations by 2030, toward
reaching carbon neutrality by 2050. Together with the introduction of low GWP offerings within the Styrofoam Brand
Insulation product line, these actions demonstrate significant
steps taken by the business to address embodied carbon,
reduced embodied carbon product offerings, operational
carbon, and insulation and air sealing solutions that help enable building energy efficiency. These solutions are necessary
to help reduce GHG emissions from the built environment,
which account for 39 percent of global GHG emissions. The
new Froth-Pak product is compliant with currently enacted,
as well as draft, U.S. State Hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) and Canadian GWP regulations. This product innovation will deliver
GHG reductions in support of the Paris Climate Agreement
along a timeline that is more aggressive than the Kigali
Amendment to the Montreal Protocol.
Froth-Pak is available in a variety of options and sizes, including:

•

Froth-Pak Spray Foam Sealant — a two-component, quickcure polyurethane foam that fills penetrations and cracks
in rim joists, roof wall junctures, and around pipes and
ducts greater than 2" and less than 4" wide.

ACC awards Dupont’s commitment to drive down greenhouse gas emissions by recognizing Froth-Pak Spray Foam’s low global warming potential
(GWP) blowing agent package.

•

Froth-Pak Spray Foam Insulation — a Class-A Fire Rated
two-component, quick-cure polyurethane foam that fills
cavities, penetrations, and cracks in rim joists, roof wall
junctures and around pipes and ducts up to 2” thick.

For more information on Froth-Pak Spray Foam, visit
www.frothpak.com.

“We are honored by the ACC’s recognition of DuPont’s
commitment to deliver innovation that helps solve important sustainability problems like climate change,” said Shawn
Hunter, global sustainability leader for DuPont Performance
Building Solutions and Corian® Design. “The new Froth-Pak
is an exciting demonstration of our commitment to climate
action and to delivering products with low embodied carbon. In support of our 2030 Sustainability Goals, the team
that made this innovation come to life is a leading example
of our business using building science to innovate as if our
future depends on it — because it does.”
This latest award-winning innovation represents the next
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WEFTEC 2021: 94th Annual Technical
Exhibition & Conference
Oct. 16-20
McCormick Place
Chicago, IL
No matter the obstacles, through changes and challenges,
water professionals keep going, learning, and doing what’s
necessary to provide safe, clean water. That’s the strength of
the water community, and it’s time to come together again
to celebrate it. WEFTEC, the Water Environment Federation's
Technical Exhibition and Conference, is the largest annual
water quality event in the world, offering water quality
professionals the chance to explore, learn, network, grow
professionally, and strengthen their connection to the water
community.
Recognized as the largest annual water quality exhibition in
the world, the expansive show floor provides unparalleled
access to the most cutting-edge technologies in the field,
serves as a forum for domestic and international business
opportunities, and promotes invaluable peer-to-peer networking among registrants.
WEFTEC Education Topics & Types
Whether you participate in person or online, WEFTEC will deliver many ways to learn about the topics that matter most.
The WEFTEC Program Committee is assembling the 2021
lineup now, focusing on the following areas:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automation and Data Analytics
Collection Systems
Emerging Contaminants
Industrial Market Changes
Nutrient Management
Pathogens and Indicators
Process Intensification
Residuals and Biosolids
Resiliency and Sustainability
Stormwater
Technology Evolution
Utility Management
Workforce Issues

For the full program, see the Education section of the website at www.weftec.org.
What Makes WEFTEC a Leading Source in Water Quality?
A wide range of topics and focus areas allows registrants to
design their own, unique learning experience while earning
up to 16.5 Professional Development Hours (PDHs) for continuing education units and eight general Contacts Hours per
day visiting the Exhibition. An increasing number of abstract
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submittals from experts in the water quality field results in
a world-class technical program of technical sessions and
workshops that addresses a diverse and comprehensive list
of contemporary water and wastewater issues and solutions
including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collection Systems and Distribution
Disinfection and Public Health
Facility Operations and Maintenance
Future Issues
Industrial Issues and Treatment Technologies
Municipal Wastewater Treatment Process and Design
Research and Innovation
Residuals and Biosolids Management/Energy
Stormwater Management
Utility Management and Leadership
Water Reclamation and Reuse
Watershed Resources Management and Sustainability

Five Reasons to Attend WEFTEC
1. Stay Competitive in and Relevant to Your Profession. Attend the highest-quality, most comprehensive educational
sessions available, featuring papers meticulously selected
through a rigorous process that includes abstracts reviewed by an average of nine topic area experts.
2. Discover the Newest Innovations and Solutions. WEFTEC
features the largest water quality exhibition in the world.
With nearly 1,000 exhibiting companies, the expansive
show floor provides unparalleled access to the most
cutting-edge technologies in the field. WEFTEC exhibitors bring their very best technical experts and the latest
equipment.
3. Access Global Business Opportunities. WEFTEC is your
gateway to global water, wastewater, and resource recovery — and is the only water show selected to be a part of
the U.S. Commercial Service International Buyer Program.
4. Make Valuable Connections. WEFTEC hosts more than
20,000 registrants from around the world and all sectors
of water quality. Take advantage of opportunities to network with leaders in the field, as well as fellow registrants
spanning all areas of the water quality sector. Additionally, more-focused events and sessions will help you connect
with others seeking ideas and solutions in your topic area.
5. Bring Value to Your Company. WEFTEC is priced lower
than any other water quality conference of its kind and
features anything and everything today’s water professional needs to hear, learn, see, and experience in one
location, at one event.
For more information or to register for WEFTEC 2021, visit
weftec.org

Strong Public Health
Protocols in Place for
WEFTEC 2021
WEFTEC 2021 will strive to meet the highest
standards of health, hygiene, and cleanliness
to preserve your wellbeing. The goal is to earn
your confidence that WEFTEC 2021 is taking
proper precautions, so that you can connect,
learn, and do business safely in person.
The Healthy Meetings Chicago online portal
showcases what you may experience upon arrival in Chicago and at McCormick Place, highlighting the McCormick Place campus’s Global
Biorisk Advisory Council (GBAC) accreditation
and exhibit hall mechanical ventilation systems,
which achieve an indoor air quality Minimum
Efficiency Reporting Value of 13 (MERV 13)
slightly below the MERV 14 standard for hospitals.

Preservation Services, Inc. is one of Chicago’s most unique and capable
commercial roofing contracting companies, providing complete solutions since
1992. We are members in good standing with Local 11 United Union of Roofers,
Waterproofers, and Allied Workers.

815-407-1950
preservationservices.com

For updates, visit
www.weftec.org/attend/health-and-wellbeing
as needed.
Preservation Services, Inc.

Preservation Services, Inc.

psiroofing_inc
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Ashrae Update

ASHRAE Participates in High
Performance Buildings Coalition
Congressional Event
ATLANTA — In recognition of High Performance Building
Week, 2020-21 ASHRAE President Charles E. Gulledge III, P.E
spoke on a panel titled Building Better: Congressional and
Private Sector Efforts to Promote High Performance Buildings. The event was organized by High Performance Buildings Caucus Co-Chair Congressman Peter Welch (D-VT) and
the High Performance Building Coalition, which is a comprised of more than 200 manufacturers, trade associations
and other stakeholders who support policies and legislation
that advance the next generation of buildings.
Joining Gulledge on the panel were chief executives from
the International Code Council (ICC), the Green Building
Initiative (GBI) and the International Association of Plumbing
and Mechanical Officials (IAMPO). This was followed by a
Q&A session moderated by Lakisha A. Woods, CAE, President
and CEO of the National Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS).
In his remarks, Gulledge spoke from ASHRAE’s current Society theme, “The ASHRAE Digital Lighthouse and Industry
4.0,” which focuses on reimaging the building industry.

ASHRAE Releases Standard 62.1 User’s
Manual
ATLANTA — ASHRAE has released the 2019 edition of the
Standard 62.1 User’s Manual. The latest 62.1 User’s Manual
focuses on ASHRAE’s primary ventilation standard, ANSI/
ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2019.

designing the building and those responsible for constructing, operating and maintaining the building. The user’s
manual facilitates compliance with the performance requirements defined in the standard.”

The publication was created to be used alongside ANSI/
ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2019 and explains how to apply the
criteria set out by the standard, by providing examples,
sample calculations, and best practices for professionals
concerned with ventilation and indoor air quality in nonresidential buildings.

The user’s manual is intended to support building professionals, including architects, engineers, manufacturers, plan
examiners, field inspectors, general and specialty contractors,
and operation and maintenance personnel. The publication
offers crucial supplement for professionals concerned with
ventilation and indoor air quality.

“The user’s manual assists in the design, installation, and
operation of buildings in accordance with Standard 62.12019,” said Wayne Thomann, chair of Standard 62.1 Project
Monitoring Subcommittee. “It is important to remember that
Standard 62.1 is written to be code enforceable, and therefore contains only mandatory language, while the user’s
manual paraphrases and explains the requirements, making
it a valuable resource for both the architects and engineers

During the 2021 ASHRAE Virtual Annual Conference, the
ASHRAE Learning Institute’s Global Training Center in Dubai
will offer a 3-hour course titled, “Indoor Air Quality and
ASHRAE Standard 62.1 MENA.” This course will be held on
Wednesday, June 30 from 6:00AM to 9:00AM EDT to accommodate participants in Europe, the Middle East, South Asia
and Africa and other members across the globe. Access to
the course is included with conference registration.
To purchase the Standard 62.1 User’s Manual, visit the
ASHRAE Bookstore or contact ASHRAE Customer Service by
phone at 1-800-527-4723 (United States and Canada),
404-636-8400 (worldwide) or fax 678-539-2129.

“With the technological transformation of how we design,
build, and operate buildings, the lines within the built environment including energy and infrastructure are increasingly
blurred,” said Gulledge. “We must think about how existing buildings fit into this transformation. About half of the
commercial buildings in the U.S. were constructed more than
35 years ago. Revitalizing these existing buildings represents
Congress’s single best opportunity for making a significant
impact on sustainability, resiliency, and energy efficiency.
ASHRAE is committed to working with Congress to provide
resources and knowledge which continually drive the innovative and strategic improvements needed during this transformation of the built environment.”
Gulledge highlighted the new ASHRAE Global Headquarters
building to demonstrate how to transform older existing
buildings into high-performance workplace environments in
a cost-effective and practical way.
To learn more about the High Performance Building Coalition and other High Performance Building Week events, visit
hpbuildings.org.
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American Street Guide

To Give Astronauts Better Food,
Engineers Test Fridge Prototype in
Microgravity
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — Astronauts have been going to
space since 1961, but they still don’t have a refrigerator to
use for keeping food cold on long missions to the moon or
Mars.
Through experiments conducted in microgravity, a team
of engineers from Purdue University, Air Squared Inc. and
Whirlpool Corporation has shown that a prototype they
developed could potentially overcome the challenges of
getting a traditional fridge to work in space just as well as it
does on Earth.
The canned and dried food that astronauts currently eat
during missions has a shelf life of only about three years. The
team’s project, funded by NASA’s Small Business Innovation
Research (SBIR) program, aims to give astronauts a supply of
food that could last five to six years.
Earlier this year, the team ran three experiments to test various aspects of the fridge design onboard a specially designed
plane that flew in microgravity 30 times — for 20-second
intervals — during each of four flights. The plane, Zero Gravity Corporation’s (ZERO-G) unique weightless research lab, is
the only testing space of its kind in the United States. (See a
video of the in-flight experiments on YouTube.)

been in space before, they either didn’t work very well or
eventually broke down.
In practice, the fridge design would cool food through a
vapor-compression cycle, similar to the process that a typical
fridge uses on Earth, but without the need for oil. Having an
oil-free vapor-compression cycle removes concerns about oil
not flowing where it should in zero gravity.
The team’s prototype is about the size of a microwave, ideal
for potentially fitting into the International Space Station’s
rack systems, EXPRESS Racks, that store research experiment
payloads. Air Squared built the prototype and the oil-free
compressor inside, which acts as the heart of the fridge.

Groll, Brendel and Paige Beck, a Purdue junior majoring in
mechanical engineering, conducted the experiments on the
flights, along with members of the team from Air Squared
and Whirlpool Corporation. For each flight, the plane
performed 30 parabolas including Martian, lunar and micro
gravities.
“Floating around with the experiments is kind of like swimming, except that you don’t have resistance around you,
and you have to work to get the data at the same time. It
was pretty fun, but I had to remember to not get cocky,”
said Beck, who had the challenge of holding herself in place
to collect data from an experiment at regular intervals and
simultaneously record her actions into a microphone.
Other challenging tasks involved quickly changing parameters in between parabolas or slightly turning a needle valve
while floating around.

Eckhard Groll (center, below) and Leon Brendel (center, above) prepare
to collect data from their experiments onboard a ZERO-G flight. (Credit:
Stephen Boxall/ZERO-G)

“Sometimes I was too slow! But you learn as you go, and we
successfully got the data we needed,” Brendel said.

The team’s experiments aimed to test a common hypothesis
that pushing refrigerant liquid through a vapor-compression
cycle at a higher velocity would reduce the effects of gravity
on the fridge’s performance. A detailed analysis of the data
will show whether the constraint of these high-flow velocities and the large pressure drop they create can be removed,
which could improve the fridge’s performance by saving
energy.

Data analyzed so far from the experiments on the flights,
supported by NASA’s Flight Opportunities program, indicate
two big successes of the team’s prototype. First, the prototype can operate just as well in microgravity as it does on the
ground. Second, the team determined that the prototype
was no more likely to flood in microgravity than in normal
gravity. Liquid flooding could damage a fridge.

Two experiments built by Purdue researchers flew with the
prototype experiment to evaluate how microgravity affected
the design’s performance and susceptibility to liquid flooding. Whirlpool Corporation provided components for the
fridge experiments as well as expertise on how to integrate
these components, run the experiments and package the
prototype in a way that would meet requirements for use in
a long-term microgravity environment such as the International Space Station.

The team continues to analyze the flight data collected.

Testing a Fridge for Space While Still on Earth

“We want to have a refrigeration cycle that is resistant
to zero gravity and works to normal specifications,” said
Eckhard Groll, a professor and head of Purdue’s School of
Mechanical Engineering. “Our preliminary analysis clearly
shows that our design allows gravity to have less impact on
that cycle.”

Before the flights, Purdue researchers showed through one
of the experiments that an oil-free vapor-compression cycle
can operate in different orientations — even upside down.
If a fridge can operate in any position, space crews wouldn’t
have to worry about making sure the fridge is right side up
at a landing.

A Promising Space Fridge Design

“The fact that the refrigeration cycles operated continuously
in microgravity during the tests without any apparent problems indicates that our design is a very good start,” said Leon
Brendel, a Purdue Ph.D. student in mechanical engineering.
“Our first impression is that microgravity does not alter the
cycle in ways that we were not aware of when we tested

The researchers are not the first to attempt building a fridge
like those used on Earth for space missions, but they are
among the few who have tried since astronauts walked on
the moon in 1969. Even though fridge experiments have

the effects of gravity on the fridge design on the ground by
rotating and inclining it.”

“I had to remember to not get cocky,” said Paige Beck (center, above),
who worked with Leon Brendel (center, below) to observe the effects of
microgravity on a fridge design for use in space. Purdue senior engineering
technician, Frank Lee (bottom), was responsible for building the experimental setups. (Credit: Stephen Boxall/ZERO-G)
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And an Audible Groan Went Up From the Crowd
Source: Upjoke.com

The lecture hall is completely full with a line out the door of
people trying to get in. From the outside of the building the
audience could be heard erupting with laughter, applause,
oohs and aahs, and gasps of surprise.
A man walking by sees the line out the door and hears the
commotion coming from the lecture hall and decides to see
what is going on. He gets as close as he can to the front and
asks one of the students trying to get in what the lecture is
supposed to be about.
“Well an engineer is in there, giving a speech titled ‘The
Mechanical Properties and Shear Strength Analysis of Joints
Fastened by Means of Metallic Slugs Compressed by Pneumatic Tools,’” the student replied.
The man’s mouth dropped open in disbelief, “This whole
crowd and all that noise, for something that sounds like a
snooze fest?” he asked.
“Oh don’t let the name fool you,” the student replied.
“When it comes right down to it, it is simply riveting!”
Going Up?
Source: solidface.com
A 12-year-old boy and his engineer father were new to many
of the conveniences of the modern industrialized world and
were visiting a mall for the first time. The boy was amazed
at everything he saw, but particularly at a pair of silver doors
moving apart and sliding back together.
“Dad, you’re an engineer,” the boy said. “What’s this?”
The father, who had never actually seen an elevator before
but was too proud to admit it, responded: “Son, this is an
elevator. I know this very well because I’m an engineer.”
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crepit old lady walked up to the doors and pressed a button.
The walls opened, and the lady stepped in.
“See son, this will take her to the 2nd floor, then back down
to the 1st floor here,” the father explained. “I know this very
well because I’m an engineer.”
The doors closed, and they saw the numbers light up above
the doors, from 1 to 2, then from 2 back to 1.
The doors soon opened again and a stunning blonde, 24,
walked out. The father’s eyes opened wide and he quietly to
his son, not taking his eyes off the young woman, “Quick —
go and get your mother!”

While the boy was watching in amazement, a de-
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CALL FOR APPLICANTS:

THE

ERNEST K. AND
LOIS R. WULFF
SCHOLARSHIP

THE ERNEST K. AND LOIS R. WULFF SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM,
ADMINISTERED BY THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGOLAND
(CEAC), AIMS TO ASSIST WORTHY STUDENTS IN PURSUIT OF THEIR
STUDIES.
IF YOU KNOW OF A STUDENT — IN ANY FIELD OF STUDY — WHOSE HARD
WORK COULD BENEFIT FROM THE SUPPORT OF THE CEAC, CONTACT US AT
INFO@CHIEFENGINEER.ORG FOR AN APPLICATION FORM AND MORE
INFORMATION, AND VISIT HTTPS://CHIEFENGINEER.ORG/SCHOLARSHIP/.
ALL APPLICATION MATERIALS ARE DUE BY JULY 1ST, 2021.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU!
AWARDS ARE GIVEN THROUGH THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND COMMITTEE. THE POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WILL BE REQUIRED
TO SUBMIT AN APPLICATION, INCLUDING ACADEMIC RECORDS, NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES, LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FROM A COMMUNITY LEADER,
PRINCIPAL OR COUNSELOR, AND A WRITTEN ESSAY ON THE FIELD OF EDUCATION THAT THE POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WISHES TO PURSUE. THE CHIEF
ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE WILL EVALUATE ALL COMPLETED APPLICATIONS AND SELECT A MAXIMUM OF TWO (2) FOR THE SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD.
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